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DICK MERRIWELL AS DETECTIVE;
OR,

For the Honor of a Friend.
By BURT L. STANDISH.

CHAPTER I.
ENEMIES.

Dave Flint and Clint Shaw met at the Barracks
door as Shaw was passing out. . Shaw had a cast
held in place by straps over his nose. He gave Flint
a sidelong glare of intense hatred.
"Hold on a moment, Shaw," said the red-headed
plebe, appealingly. "I want to say something to you."
The down-drawn corners of Shaw's mouth seemed
to settle a little as he paused and surveyed Flint, and
he sourly retorted :
"I don't care to be seen talking with you. I don't
want you to speak to me!"
"All right," said Dave; "if you do not wish it,
I'll not speak to you afttilt this time. But now I want
to tell you that I am sorry I broke your nose. I did
it in a fit of passion, and I have been unable to rest

until I found an opportunity to tell you how sorry
I really am."
"I'll make you sorrier some time!" said Shaw, revengefully. "You marked me for life! I'll always
have the scar where your skate struck my nose and
crushed it!"
Involuntarily Dave Flint lifted his hand and touch.ed
the scar on his left cheek. He knew what it meant
to have such a disfigurement, and again he declared
he was sorry for the other lad.
Yet why should he be sorry? Shaw had followed
him, together with many others, and had heaped taunts
and insults upon him. They had pelted him with
snowballs and pieces of ice until, struck and cut by a
jagged chunk of ice, the outraged plebe had turned
and hurled his skates at them, after which he charged
barehanded anQ. scattered them in all

direction~
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Shaw had been struck in the face and knocked down
by one of Dave's skates. His nose was smashed and
broken. It had been fixed up as well as possible by a
local doctor; but Clint's heart was torn with rage
when he learned that he would be likely to carry the
scar as long as he lived.
This fellow blamed Flint entirely. He did not
pause to consider that he had nagged Dave beyond
endurance, and that he had called the unoffending
lad, cur, coward, sneak-every degrading name he
could bring to mind. He did not pause to reflect that
he had taunted Dave with being the son of· a jail~
bird. . He had fancied Flint too cowa,rdly to resent
any insult or injury, and the sudden movement of the
fellow, who had been tortured beyond endurance, took
Shaw completely by surprise.
E ven after that, failing to understand Dave Flint,
Shaw believed the fellow a coward. E ven cowards
may be driyen into a, sort of frenz ied rage· and despair
that resembles courage. He could not conceive that
Da,-e had fought and struggled with himself from
the very start to keep from flying at hi s tormentors
tooth and nail.
"I didn't mean to mark you," said Flint. "I didn't
do it intentionally."
"That doesn't make any difference; you did it,
and I'll get even!"
" All right," came humbly from Df).ve. "I was in
hopes I could make you understand how much I regret
it ; but l see I can't." . __
Instead of understanding, Shaw wa~ more than ever
inclined to 1 regiu:d Flint as a -q:iward. To him it
seemed that Dave had thought the rn~tter over and
was now seeking _to . prev~nt reta_Jiation by _his humbleness and professed regret.
That Dave had amazing _ str~ngth Shaw. had been
told by others who had felt his hand when his rage
was awakened. Clint knew now that it wa~ not safe
to awake.o the sl1,lp.1bering liq~ in Flint's .heart. But
he made the mistake of thinking that while it slumbered the lion 'Yas a ja ckal. .
Although he. regarded . Flint as to _blame for everythirul. Shaw had himself been censured by the head

professor when the truth was learned, and that sunply added to his rancor toward Dave.
"I suppose you think you're . all right now that you
got out of that piece of business and Dick Merriwe11
has taken you up?" -sneered Clint, giving his head a
shake and yanking down the corners of his mouth.
"You wait and see! Something is going to drop
pretty soon, and you'll get hurt. "
"Shaw, " said Flint, gravely and earnestly, '!I -hope
you will not make m~ lose my head and fly into a rage
again, for if you do you will be the one to regret it.
I am dangerous when I am aroused."
Clint laughed coldly.
'

"Oh, I'm not afraid of you!" he declared.
But he lied.
"That is because you do not know me," said Dave,
in a low tone. "If you did--" He made a gesture
that the other fell ow did not undei•stand.
At Fardale
there was but one boy who did understand Dave, and
that was Dick Merriwell. It was Dick' s help and
friendship that si1stai11ed the scar-faced plebe when he
found his own class, and, as it seemed, the whole

In truth Shaw did not know Flint.

school against him.
Flint was not a boy to win friends by any personal
magnetism. He 'vas red-headed, plain, scarred, awkward, and had a harsh voice. But Dick Merriwell
had discovered that the hear t of this boy was all .
right. He had also discovered that this boy needed
a friend, and he had not hesitated to offer his friendship, which was gratefully accepted.
Chester Arlington had hated Flint from the start
For . 011e thing, he ha.ted Dave because he was pO'Or.
For another, Dave had seemed humble and lacking in
courage: Y et another had been Flint's apparent
I

stingirJ.ess and meanness in regard to money.
But Dick di scovered that Flin t- had a broth<;r for
whom he was pinching and saving. Dick had aided
in sending Dave's brother to an eminent doctor to be
treated for a crooked back, and he had promised to
·aid the little fellow to obtain an education.
No won<;ler Dave was grateful to Dick. Eut., he
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was resolved that he would pay back every cent ex- lowed the boy up the stairs to the room of the man
pended through Dick upon Little Bill, his brother.
for whom l:e had inquired, who was a celebrated
Dave wz.s inC:e;:.e::1:i~t. He balked at the thought Pinkerton detective.
of accep·::ir.g charity. None of that for him.
"Oh, g:> on!" ex-::l2in:e::l Clit:t Shaw, wondering
CHAPTER . II.
over Fiirit's g=st:re. "Juct be:~t:ce yo:.i threw your
HENRY C. NELSON, PINKERTON MAN.
skate ar.d l:it me yo'..l war.t to i::-..-:precc me with the belief that you are a savage and dangerous fellow.
"Clinton Shaw, sir," announced the bellboy, as he
You make me sick!"
found the door of Henry Nelson's room standing wide
Flint turr.ed away. He saw that he had made a open. ,
mistaY.:e in expressir:g regret over his act, and yet he
A medium-sized, well-built man was standing lookfel.t that <there had been no other coun;e open to him. ing out of a window, his back toward the door. He
Shaw glrred after the plebe until Dave had disap- did not turn round at once, instead, he seemed interpeared t,tp the stairs.
ested in soqiething passing in the street.
"Oh, yes!" muttered Clint, as he turned away; "I'll
"Sit down, Mr. Shaw," he said.
soak you! Broke my nose, did you! Well, you wait;
Clint noted that the detective's hands were in his
Arlington used to se-:m to hate you, but his hatred pockets and that he seemed like an idle man who had
was nothing compared with mine."
plenty of time. There was something disappointing
Then he left the academy and walked rapidly about him, for Clint had dreamed of keen-eyed, alert
toward the village. In. the village he proceeded to a detectives who never slept, and such rot, and he was
certain drug store, which he entered.
lookir:g for a man quite out of the ordinary. He sat
"I'm here, Mr. Washburn," he said, to the druggist. down, 2s directed, and wondered what it was the
"But I have to be back in a·n hour."
man saw in the street that was so very interesting.
"Go right over to the hotel," said th~ druggist, "and And when the man had continued to stare from the
window for a space of three or four minutes after
ask for Henry C. Nelson. He will see you."
When Shaw left the store the druggist stepped to Clint's entrance the boy began to get restless and
his telephone and called up Henry Nelson at the Far- fancy he was forgotten.
Then, just as Shaw was trying to summon courage
dale House.
to say that he must get back to the academy as soon
"Mr. Nelson," he said, "tl:e boy I told you about,
as possible, Nelson turned round quic1<:ly, stepped
who claims he knows something about the robberies,
straigllt toward him and spoke.
is coming right over to see you. He'll be there in a
"How do you happen to know anything a':>o'.lt the
mirmte."
robbery of Washburn's drug store?" he sl1:u?!Y as~-:~d,
"All right," answered a voice. "I'll be prepared
in a way that was quite disconcerting, poi!-1tbg at Ciint
for him."
with one index finger.
Shaw walked up to the desk be~ind wh;ch ctooti the
"Eh?" exclaimed Shaw, starting. "V/hy-er-Ihotel clerk, and asked for Mr. N e~son.
ah--"
"Send up your name, please," said tee cbrk, handHe stopped, for he seemed completely "rattled" by
ing him a card and pen full of ink.
the manner of the man, who had taken him entirely
A few mome:Jts after the card was sent up the boy off his guard.
who carried it returned and said :
"Speak up!" comm~nded the detective. "How do
"Mr. Nelson will see you in his room."
you kr.ow so much? Mr. \Vashburn has not made
Shaw's heart gaYe a jump, and beat fast as he fol- the matter public."
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There seemed to be susp1C'.1on, accusation , inquisitiveness in the voice arid manner of the detective,
whose eyes were fixed searchingl y on Shaw.
"I'll tut-tell you how it was," said Shaw. "Hehe dropped a stamped envelope one day."

"Artd you went to hitn and asked him if he hadn't?"
"Yes. That was yesterday. He told me to keep
stifl about it, and asked me to come and see you today, sir."
"Hum!

Who is this fellow Flint?"

Who?"
"Flint. I saw him take some papers out of his
pocket, and the envelope dropped. I picked it up.
It was a stamped envelope, and it bad Mr. Washburn 's
name printed on the corner. There was no address

"He's in my class, sir, and he's a cheap chap. No
one likes him. His roommate s wottldnjt stay in the
room with hin1, and he has to room alone no\v."
"Do you dislike him in particular ?j'
"\.Veil, I haven't any great reason td like hirt'I.'·

That seemed queer to me."
He flotmdered a little.
Henry Nelso11 was standit~g about five feet away,
looking steadily at him, and the look · disconcert ed

"vVhat has he ever done to you?''
"He threw a skate at me and broke tny nose."
"Is that \vhy you say he's a cheap chap("
"Not at all! Preston, the friend I p1·etended to go
up to see, who ust'!d to room with this Flint, once
heard hirrt tell another chap by the natne of Merri\veli
all about himself. Th~y didn't know Preston was

"He?

upon it.

Clint.
"lt-it seemed queer to me," Shaw floundered on.
"When 1 offered it back to him he said it wasn't his.
I told him he dropped it, but he said ' I was mistaken.
That was the first thing."
"Go 011," said Nelson, without moving, still watching Clint with those steady eyes.
"I-I kept thinking about it and wondering how
he came to have that unaddress ed stamped envelope,
which was empty, and which _had Joseph Washburn 's
name on the corner, and why he .had sworn that he
did not drop it."
"Hum!" said Nelson.
"I had a friend who used to room with him. l
knew my friend had moved out, but I walked up the
next day ready to pretend I bad forgotten my friend
had moved and just sauntered right into his room.
He had just stepped out. I knew he'd be right back,
for he had not fastened his door, so I went into his
closet and his drawers in a hurry. In the closet I
found a lot of fancy articles that I knew had come
from a drug store. r found some more in a dre\wer.
Then I took it into my head to get out, and I did so
just in time to dodge him."
"vVhat do you say his name is?''
"Dave Flint. "
" Hum! So you decided that Washburn had been
robbed;• ·

/

listening, for he was lying on one of the beds in a.n ·
alcove, and they did not see hitn at all. He heard
Flint confess that his father died in jail, so now Flint
is called the son of a jail-bird. He comes from a low
family, sir."
"So Flint is generally disliked at school?"
"That he is!"
"He looks like a fellow who would Sttal ?"
"He looks mean enough to steal the coppers off a
dead man's eyes."
"Has he no friends? It's hardly likely he comn1itted. this robbery alone."
"The only friend he has is a fellow named Merriwell."
"This Merriwell is another cheap fellow whom everybody dislikes ?"
"No," confessed Shaw, riot without evidertt reluctance, "instead of that, he's the most popular fellow
in school."
Nelson brightened .
"Ah!" he said. "The most unpCJpular a·n d the mo~t
l:lopular. A fine partnershi p! Tell me more about
Merriwell ."
So he led Shaw on by questions. Finally he said :
"You don't seem to like Merriwell vourself ?"
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"No, I do not.

s

Shaw w~s disappointed, for he had hoped the detective would make an immediate move, and he was
anxious to have the blow fall. Over and over he had
bery?"
pictured the . pleasure of witnessing Flint's degt·ada"He may have I" exclaimed Clint, eagerly. "Per- tion. He gloated over the vision thus conjured up.
haps he did l I believe he did l"
The plebe with the scar had broken Shaw's nose, and
"What makes you believe that?"
Shaw was determined to place a worse mark upon him.
"Oh, I--I do11't know l I just believe it, that's all.". He would ruin him.
· "And I suppose you hope he did?"
Henry Nelson stood still barely a moment after
"Yes!" said Sha.w, a revengefl.tl glint i11 his eyes; Shaw departed. fo that moment he muttered:
"I hope so! 1t would give rne the greatest satisfac "He lied about it. It's a case of revenge. 1hat
tion."
chap wiil bear watching. "
"!his boy is revengeful ," thought the detective.
Then, with remarkable quicknessi he slipped off the
"He hates an enerny, and is the kind of a d1ap to do brown vandyke beard he wore when the boy came irt.
almost anything to get revenge on 011e he hates. He Thi s false beard he had adjusted after being notified
h:1~ confessed to a strong hatred fot Flint. "
by the bellboy that Shaw was below. Be had reThen he again questioned Clint about going to mained back to the door until after the bellboy's de!' lint's room and finding the things there. Some of parture when Shaw was brought in. And all the
his questions came so suddenly and 'vere so unex- time he was talking with Clint the beard seemed to
pected that Shaw seemed to grow rather confused.
prevent the boy from noting certain of his features.
At last the detective said:
When it was removed his appearance was quite al"\i\T ell. you are to keep still about this."
tered. But when he adjusted a pair of gold-rimmed
"Aren't you g oing to <lo something ri-ght away ? spectacles and slipped on hi s overcoat he looked not
Aren't you go ing to have Dave Flint arrested?"
at all like the i1:nage of Henry Nelson carried away in
;, In due time. "
Shaw' s mind. Then he took a cane and swiftly de" Due time ? \Vb)', yo11 mustn 't wait. He may scended the stairs, so that when he passed out of the
fiod--" Then he stopped suddenly.
hotel the academy boy was still in sight, walking
· "He may fifld"-"'what ?" asked the detective, sharply, down the street.
aga in watching Clint in that disconcerting manner.
Nelson followed him.
" He may find out he is suspected," said Clint, after
hesitating and groping a bit for words.
CHA PTER III.
" Oh 1 was that what you started to say ?" inquired
FLINT A RRESTED.
Nelson 1 grirnl y.
"\.Yhy, yes, of _course."
Shaw lobked back once or twice. He saw a stu"Hum !" muttered the detective. "Well, if he di ous-looking man with a cane who seemed interested
does- -"
in wind ow di splays and did not remind him in the least
" He may get rid of the stuff he has in his room." of Henry C. N elson.
"Just so. I adYise you to keep still, and he w ill not
Clint did not hasten directly back to the academy.
be liable tb suspect. We will try to find out just who Instead, he turned down the railroad when he came
aided him, so that we may nah them all ~t 011cc. Thar to t he cr~ssin g, l€aving the road.
will be the better way. I'll be liable to wish to see
Nel son found it difficult to foll ow the boy as closely
you artd talk with you again. As ·you ate in a hurry, as he desired. He was forced to pause in the shelter
I'll 110t ·det:tirt you longer..µ
of a coal shed and watch ti•~ figure of the lad hurryHe's no friend of mine. I'd like
to see him get it in the neck."
"Do you think he had anytTiing to do with this rob-

/
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ing along the track. Had he pursued, Shaw's suspicions would have been aroused instantly on glancing back.
But when the railroad bridge below the town was
reached Shaw seemed to suddenly disappear, as if he
had made a misstep and dropped through.
Nelson started and wondered if his spectacles had
played him a trick.
The boy had vanished.
After waiting for two minutes for Clint to reappear,
the detective took to the railroad and walJied swiftly
toward the bridge.
froin the bridge he had observed a handNot
car shed, and he did not pause until he was safely inside the ~hed, from which he peered out through a
crack that gave him a full view of the bridge.
Nelson had remained there about five minutes when
he saw the head of Clint Shaw rise from between the
stringers of the bridge. Shaw glanced up and down
the track, and then he quickly climbed out to the wide
plank that ran along between the rails over the bridge
and started back toward the railroad crossing.
The Pinkerton man quietly sat down in a corner be-

far

hind a handcar and let the boy pass.
"Go on, my lad," he muttered. "I think I'll try to
find out what interests you beneath that bridge."
So he permitted Shaw to depart, without offering to
follow him further.
When Clint had vanished, the detective left the
shed and proceeded to the railroad bridge.
The crossties over the bridge were far enough apart
to permit an ordinary man to drop between them into
the water beneath.
Nelson walked slowly. onto the bridge, looking
downward.
About a fourth of the way out from the end of the
bridge rose a stone pier. Near it an iron girder was
strung beneath the bridge.
Facing the stone pier he discovered within arm;s
length of him an opening somewhat larger than a
man's head.
I
Into this, opening he thrust his arm. ·
.W hen he drew his hand forth it contained a silver..

mounted hair brush, to which was attached · a tag,
bearing a cost mark and selling price.
The detective smiled \nd placed the brwsh where it
would be safe, after which he drew from that opening
a number of fancy articles of considerable value, such
as country druggists usually carry in stock.
Two or three of these articles he slipped into his
. pockets. Others he returned to their hiding place in
the stone pier.
Then the detective rose from his uncomfortable
position, climbed out upon the bridge and walked
back into town.
"Mr. Washburn ," he said, as he presented himself
b~fore the druggist in that gentleman 's private office,
"do you recognize these things?" ·
He spread on the desk the articles he had taken
from their place of concealment.
"Do I?" cried the proprietor of the store, in great
excitement. "I should say 'so!"
"They are some of the stuff taken the night your
store was robbed?"
"You bet they are!"
"I thought so."
"Where did you find them?"
"Never mind now."
"You know who robbed me?"
"I think I know one of the parties concerned."
"By George! that's great! Arrest him! arrest him
at once!"
"And have the others give you the slip?"
"He can be frightened into making a confession."
"That's the last resort, Mr. Washburn . I prefer
to nab all of my game in a bunch. Of course, it's
often necessary to pinch one fellow and take chances
that he will implicate his pals. I think I can do better 'in this case, although possiqly not."
"Who is the one you have detected?"
Nelson smiled.
"Pardon me if I do not answer just yet."
Already Nelson had discovered that the deputy
sheriff of Fardale was an energetic, bright-app earing
young man, and he called on this officer, who was
placed on guard in the handcar shed, with orders to

'
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"Unless he slipped out without leave he could not
have been in it."
"Professor," said Nelson, as if he had suddenly der
form that du.ty at night.
on something, "I wish to search Flint's room.
cided
AcadThen Nelson proceeded at once to Fardale
emy, where he called on Professor Gunn, who re- .'Nill you accompany. me?"
"Yes, yes. I'm sure you're wasting your _time, but
ceived him with no small amount of surprise.

keep ou.t of sight ai1d watch the bridge constantly.
Nelson promised to have another man on hand to per-

"I see by your cards, sir," said the professor, "that
you are a detective, sir.

\\irhat can I do for you, sir?

What brings you here?"
"Business," answered Nelson, laconically. "Professor, can you tell me anything in particular of a stn··
dent named Merri well? What is his record?"
"Excellent-most excellent."
"You regard him as thoroughly honest and reliable?"

"I do, sir.

I'll stake my 1j fe on it.

He 1s a fine

boy."
"What about Dave Flint?"
"Flint? He's in the fourth class. \ i\Tell, I can't
say. He's had considerable trouble of lat~, although
he has not seemed at all responsible. Be's not a brilliant-appearing lad, but I was glad to see him come ont
of his recent troubles, and I hope that he is all right. "
"And now another one, Clin.ton Shaw?"
"I don't know mt\ch about him. I believe he recently met with misfortune at the hands of Flint, who
accidentally broke Shaw' s nose. But why <lo you
ask about these boys?"

I'JI go with you."
They went to Flint's room. Flint was not in. The
janitor, who had duplicate keys . to every room, was
called and admitted them.
Nelson had a pair 9£ keen eyes, and he seemed to
know just where to look for the things he sought.
From a drawer he took out a silver-mounted atomizer,
a silver flask and a few other things which still bore
store tags. From a corner in the closet he secured a
number of other articles. These were all plac7d·. on
the table, and they lay there when Flint himself came
in, astounded by their presence.
"Flint !" exclaimed the professor.
The boy with the scar halted, staring at them 111
great amazement.
" A h."' said Nelson, "is this Mr. Flint?"
"Yes," acknowledged Dave. "That is my name."
"\Nell, young man," said the detective, as he steppe<l
to the door, cl osed and locked it, removing the key
. from the lock, "you inay consider yourself under arrest."

"Because, professor, I am satisfied that one .or more
of them were concerned in the robbery of Joseph
\Vashburn's store, which took place last Stinday

CHAPTER IV~ ·
A BITTER BLOW.

night."
"Bless my soul!" gasped Gunp, in the greatest dismay: ·~You rilUst be mistaken, sir! It is not pos-

Dave Flint turned pale and stiffened like - one
changed to sto.ne. "\Vhat new indjgnity was to be
heaped upon hi'in? Had he not suffered enough ai-

sible!"

ready at Fardale? He showed his consternation and
dismay; but he did n~t make a great fuss over it.
Henry Nelson was watching the boy. This Kel son watched a person in a quiet, unostentatious way.

Nelson smiled quietly.
''I have proof that implicates one of them, at least.:'
"I know it"s not Merriwell !" exclaimed Zenas, in
distress. "And Shaw-last Sunday night. . Why,
Shaw was in confo1ement then for raising a rumpus in
the mess hall. He could not possibly have left tlte
building."
"And Flint?"

He did not glare at any one; he did not try to make
q~ail before his eye ;_and yet he _saw everything .
\Vhile he watched he reasoned. He Wa5 a yo.u ng
1)ia11, but he had tact, judgment, reasoning power aJ1d
He had discovered that n'ot all
tlOt a little experience.
them
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guilty persons betray their guilt after the same fash10n. More than that, he had discovered that innocent
persons often are stunned and confused into an appearance of guilt that seems very conclusive to the
superficial observer, while there are criminals who
can carry an air of injured innocence that is almost
bafiling.
It must be confessed that the appearance of Flint
was not_,such as impressed Nelson favorably in his behalf. By Flint's appearancre is not meant his be. ha~ior when informed that he wa5 under arrest. The
Pinkerton mah was balancing up things ; he was
watching to see how Dave deported himself under fire.
Flint's heart had given a gre'at thump, his face had
turned pale, he had turned rigid; he stood _there, looking from one to the other, his eye finally resting on
the stolen articles lying before him upon the table.
Professor Gunn had grown hard. He was satisfied
that Dave was guilty. His sympathy for this boy
had been awakened by Dick Merriwell, but now he believed Merriwell was wrong and that Flint was a bad
and vicious lad.
Once Dave opened his lips to speak, but he closed
them again, for a lump rose in his throat and almost
choked him.
Nelson noted the swelling of the boy's throat, which
seemed ready to butst. The detective was not one to
give away to sympathy, for that was a quality he had
found detrimental to his calling. He did his duty always, but he wished to make no mistakes.
I'rofessor Gunn was the first to break the silence.
"I am sorry, sir," he said to Flint, "to find that I
have been grossly deceived in you.' I regret very
:nuch to fil!d that we have a boy of your character in
this school."
Flint did not flinch, but he seemed to brace himself
tb meet this. Into his eyes came something like a
look of despair and resentment. He did not demand
to know the charge against him. He waited.
"I ' advis~ you to make a full confession," said the
"The evidence against you is there on the
table, those stolen articles which have been found here

profe~sor.

m your room. Speak up and tell everything. Speak
up."
Dave saw an answer was demanded from him.
"I have nothing to tell," he declared.
This angered the professor.
"It will do you no good to be obstinate, boy!" he
exclaimed. "It will simply make matters worse for
you. If you confess, if you tell who your companion
or companions were in this crime it will be better for
you."
Now Nelson, as a rule/preferred to question a prisoner. In this case, however, he did not interfere.
He studied Flint quietly.
"What am I expected to confess?" asked Dave.
"What is the charge against me?"
"Robbery. Every article on tha·t table was stolen
from Joseph Wasliburn's store. They were found in
your room. They are only a part of the plunder
taken from the store. \Vhere is the rest?"
"I don't know, sir."
"You mean that your companion or companions in
crime have the rest of the plunder?"
"I mean that I do not know anything about it."
"Then you do intend to deny all knowledge of it.
I
That is it. That is what you mean·
The professor was exasperated.
"That is what I mean," said Flint, but there was
nothing of defiance in his manner.
"You're foolish!" cried the professor. "It will do
you no good. You'll have to suffer for your crime!"
About this time Henry Nelson decided to take a
hand.
"Please let me talk to the boy, professor," }1e said,
quietly.
"Take him away!" cried the professor, indignantly.
"Lock him up! I cannot have such a fellow here!
He will contaminate my boys!"
Flint shivered a little.
"My boy," said Nelson, "you must understand that
you made a mistake in going on such a lark as this.
It is a serious mistake, and the best way to g t out of
it is to speak the truth. If you own up at once, it
will not seem so bad. I know boys will have their
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sport, and sometimes they carry it too far. If you
persist in denying that you were concerned you'll
Simply make it harder for you. This matter is not
generally known. Mr. V\Tashburn has kept it a secret.
The peopl~ of the village do not know he was robbed.
If the missing articles, and the money taken from his
cash register are returned to him he will be inclined to
be lenient with the cdlprits. You can see now that
there is but once course open for you. Unless you are
anxious to be sent to a reformatory where you will
have to spend a long time in confinement, you will not
delay a moment about confessing and telling where the
rest of the plunder is to b found. Above everything
Mr. Washburn wishes to recover his stolen property.
Speak up at once, and don't be afraid."
Flint looked Nelson straight in the eyes.
"I know nothing whatever about it," he declared, in
a low, harsh tone. "Do what you like with me! I
am not guilty! Send me to a reformatory, put the
brand of crime on me. Make me an outcast, a wretch,
a jail-bird I I am innocent! I have done nothing!"
The professor was disgusted.
"He is a hardened young rascal, that's plain!" he
said.
The detective did not mind the professor in the
least.
"Don't be too hasty in refusing, my boy;'' he said,
in a kindly Wf Y· ·"My advice is for your good. I
do not wish to harm you. Think over what I have
said."
At that moment he seemed like a father advising a
son. And yet this Henry Nelson could be hard as
iron when the occasion demanded. At this moment
his kindly tone was assumed for effect. He had read
Flint's nature, and he knew nothing could be hoped
from the lad with the scar by trying to drive him into
r
a confession. Dave might be led or coaxed or flattered; he could not be driven.
,;
It was this tact of reading his man correctly that
made Nelson successful in spite of his youth and
brief years of experience as a detective. More and
mote a~thorities - at headquarters- We~e comihg -t<:> un-
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derstand that Nelson had in him the making of a great
detective. If occasion required, he could browbeat a
prisoner unmercifully; but in this case he attempted
nothing like browb~ating.
Flint shook his head.
"I cannot confess, for I know nothing about it," he
declared.
"How came these stolen articles in your room?"
"I don't know."
"You must have placed them here."
"I did not."
"Then how did they come to be here?"
"I tell you, sir, I do not know."
"Have you an enemy who .might have hidden them
in this room?"
Flint made a slow gesture of despair.
"I have nothing but enemies here!" he muttered,
the bunch rising again in his throat.

"No friends-not one?"
"Yes, one-the best friend a fellow ever had." ,
"\:Vho is he?"
"Why, he's Dick'- - But why do you want to
jmow? Do you mean to drag him into this? If you
do, you're crazy! He's the squarest, whitest fellow in
the world! He'd die rather than do anything wrong!
I won't tell you who he is, for he shall not be connected in any way with my disgrace!"
"Then you do regard Dick
friend?"

M~rriwell

as your

"You know him ! The professor told you he was
my friend? Well, he is! He has stood by me through
everything! He was the only one who believed in
me here. If it hadn't been for him I should have
been forced from this school before this. Nothing
seemed to shake his confidence in me. Nothingbut this-this-when he knows I am arrested for robbery, when he knows stolen property was found concealed in my room! Even he will lose faith in me
then! I'll have no friend left in all the world-not
one, save Little Bill! Poor Little Bill I It will kill
him!"
~ Then Dave sat down suddenly and -weakly on a
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chair, covering his face with his hapds, and sobbed
outright.
Henry Nelson gazed at him and meditated.

CHAPTER V.
ON

THE BRINK.

Professor Gunn was nervous. The cry that had
broken from Dave Flint' s heart stirred him. He was
sorry for Flint, and still he believed the boy guilty.
What did Henry Nelson believe? He was saying
nothing JUSt then ; he was gazing quietly at the
stricken lad and thinking. Sometimes he thought
quickly; he was compelled to on many occasions.
When he had time, he took it.
Nelson took a chair and placed it before Flint, sitting there where he could look into the boy's eyes on
a level when Dave lifted his agonized face.
"Flint," he said, "I want you to answer every one
of my questions without hesitation."
"What's the good?" muttered the lad, brokeuly.
"Ifs no use! Take me to prison! I know what'Jl
happen! I am condemned even before I'm heard! I

have no chance!"
"You will answer my questions," said the Pinkerton man, in a manner of quiet confidence, which, however, did not seem tci be a setting ot his will against
l

that of the boy.
Then he began to question Dave rapidly, asking
him where he was on Sunday night, inquiring with
minuteness into his every- movement on the evening
of that day. He fired those questions at the boy like
shots from a . Gatling gun. Scarcely would Dave answer one question before another dropped from N elson ' s lips. It was almost bewildering, and yet the boy
seemed to keep his hea.d, and he answered, as he h:i<l
been requested, without hesitation.
Professoi: Gunn, watching and listening. was
sca rcely able to follow the rapid fire and take i11 the
prompt answers. O f course, Dave denied everyth in g
that cou ld implicate him i11 t he least.
l\ci rnn rose to hi s feet.

"I shall have to ·ask you to accompany me to t11e
village," he· said.
"I'm ready," said Dave, nsmg also. "I'll go! I
shall come back here no more! It would have been
better for me had I not returned \vhen I ran away.
Dick brought me back. No other could have done
that. He did not know to what he was bringing me."
" Get your overcoat," said the detective.
Dave did so, slipping it on.
"Come."
Flint held out his hands.
"What's that fo r ?" asked Nelson.
"Aren't you going to handcuff me?"
"I hardly think \;i;e'll take that trouble."
"You· d better."
"\Vhy ?"

"I may break away."
"You won't. "
"I may try it."
"You won't."
Nelson did not seem at all worried; in fact, he appeared perfectly confident ,that the boy would make
no attempt of the sort.
"Vv·hy won 't I?" grated Dave. "\Vhy should I let
you lead me away to the lock-up, away to be tried and
condemned unjustly? You say you found the stolen
articles in th is room. That will convict me. Vvhy
should I not escape d I am given a chance?"
" Because you would be recaptured in short order,
and it would be folly for you to make the attempt. It
would simply seem to add proof of your guilt. If you
are innocent, you will face this thing through, like a
man."
"If I am innocent! ·w hy, you believe me guilty!
Professor Gunn believes me guilty! To face it
through means simply to walk like a lamb to the
slaughter! It seems as if all the world is against
me!"
"If you try to escape the law will be more sen're
with you, and you may get a longer sentence."
"What's the difference whether the seuteuce is long
or short ? I shall come forth with the brand of crime
upon me. No honest man will trust me! I shall find
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it hard to make an honest living. I have been honest,
but I may be driven to become a criminal!"
"In most cases, " said the detective, "honest persons
get their just dues."
"But not always."
Nelson said nothing . to this, for he was aware that
justice sometimes miscarries and that the innocent suffer in place of the guilty. This was something to be
regretted, but he had concluded that it was inevitable.
Flint looked round the room with a farewell gaze.
He anticipated that he was leaving it for the last time.
His heart was hot within him, and there was sadness
in his plain, freckled face.
All the bright . hopes of his boyhood were crumbled
to dust. How could he longer have faith in anything?
The world was against him, fate was against him, a
black blot lay on his life. He had struggled with
himself, and he had fought outward influences and
conditions. At last he was conquered. The fight was
over and the battle was lost. To be branded with
crime meant ruin complete and eternal. Before him
he saw a yawning cha.sm, black as eternal night. He
shuddered at it, but he felt that he was doomed to be
swallowed in the unending gloom.
When he left that room and the academy he would
pass out of Dick l\.fcrriwell's life forever. Thus he
would lose the one friend he had treasured above all
others; thus would be broken the one strong link that
had held him fast to his good resolutions and enabled
him to continue the mighty struggle with himself and
against fate.
"Professor, " said the detective, "I'll have to ask you
to take charge of this stolen property and keep it for
me until I call for it. Will you do so?"
"Yes," said Gunn. "But call as soon as posssible.
I want to get the stuff off my hands. I want to wash
my hands of the affair. It will hurt the school. Parents will hesitate about sending their boys here where
they may associate with thieves."
Now, for the first time, Flint cringed a bit. The
thought came to him · that ever after he would be remembered at the academy as a thief. Even Dick MerriweU would have to believe it I

I I

But Flint did not yet know _the loyalty of Dick Merriwell.
"Are you ready?" asked Nelson, turninl?' to Bave,
l
"Yes."
"Then follow me."
One last look, and then Dave walked out of the
room behind the officer. They passed along the corridor and descended the three flights of stairs.
Just outside the door a group of cadets had gathered.
As Dave came out Dick Merriwell himself detached
himself from the group and spoke to him.
"I say, Flint, old man," said Dick, "can't you get
into the basketball game to-night? We'Ye got to
beat those fellows, and you'll strengthen the team.
You must play."
Something like a sad smile fled across Dave Flint's
scarred face. He shook his head.
"Can't?" ·
"No."
"Why not?"
Dave hesitated and looked at Nelson, who had
stopped and was Iookin~ Dick Merriwell over with
interest.
"Why-why ," faltered Dave, "I just can't, that's
all."
"Oh, come on, Flint!" exclaimed Brad Buckhart,
the boy from Texas, as he strode out from the group
and joined Merri .veil. "I sure reckon we need you
mighl:Q bad. You hear me whisper I"
Buckhart, even I And he had once seemed Dave's
Others of the group seemed awaiting
enemy I
Dave's decision with &ome anxiety. In t~s moment
when the barriers at school were melting away, when
for him .the gate had opened leading to the land of
good fellowship, he was to be crushed completely. It
was hard.
"I'd-I'd like to do it," said Dave, with a pathetic
hoarseness in his voice; "but I can't. I shall not be
here to-night."
"Why, how's that?" said Dick. "\Vhere are you
going?"
Flint suddenly flung out his hand.
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"To jail!" he cried, bitterly. "To jail p•
They were astounded.
"What? You're joking!"
A harsh laugh escaped the lips of the poy with the
scar.
"Joking!" he said. "It's the bla~kest joke of my
life."
"But you don't mean--"
'Tm arrested! )'his is an officer! He is taking
me to prison! Good-by!"
Then Dave turned, with his eyes on the ground, his
whole body shaking, and walked away at the side of
Henry Nelson.
From a window above, Professor Gunn watched
them depart. To himself he said:
"I'm sorry for the boy; but he's guilty."
Henry Nelson walked at Flint's side. To himself
he said:
"I'm sorry for the boy. He's innocent."

CHAPTER VI.
DICK RESOLVES TO TURN DETECTIVE.

The . news spread like fire., Soon all the academy
knew Flint had been arrested.
One boy chuckled and rubbed his hands together.
Then he tenderly touched the cast that covered his
broken nose, whispering to himself:
"This is my revenge! I told him I would have it!
Ha! ha! I've fixed him!"
Look out, Clinton Shaw I at this moment you are in
far greater danger than Dave Flint. Yoti are on th~
brink of a very dangerous chasm. Though you are
not aware of it, a clever trap has been set for your feet.
Your suspicions will be lulled by the ;lrrest of Flint,
and if you make the slightest false ste.p you will be~
nay yourself. You may yet find yeiirself in Flint's
place, while Flint will b@ free. Be ca.refu.l.
Henry Nelso11 was working· to allay the sus.pieions
of Shaw, which had been aroused a bit by the ques~
tions of the detective. Nelson meant to bag the cul~
prits at one stroke. The arrest of Flint was a blind.
He knew Dave's feelings had been hurt, hut he rea-

soned that the reaction when the boy was proven innocent would more than offset any distress through
which he had passed.
To be sure Nelson might ha ve arrested Shaw and
tried to compel the fellow to confess and implicate his
companions in crime; but h~ preferred, when possible,
to obtain proof in another manner. To secure it from
one of the guilty rascals was a last resort in most
cases.

So Dave was lee} away, apparently with the stigma
of crime upon him.
Dick Merriwell had been shocked.
"There must be some mistake!" he exclaimed.
Even Brad Buckhart was staggered.
"Well, I'll eat my hat!" he said. "Whatever has
happened now ?"
Dick could not answer, but soon it came out that
there had been a robbery in the village and that it was
believed that Dave Flint was concerned. Later it was
whispered that some of the stolen articles had- been
found in Flint's room.
"There's a mistake!" persisted Di~k. · "I do not believe Flint is a thief."
"Well, 1)ard," said Buckhart, "I don't hardly believe it either. I sure admit I don't cotton to him any
great heap, but it doesn't seem possible he's a thief.
All the same, how did those things happen to be in his
room?"
"That's a mystery/' said Dick. "But Flint has enemies. Remember Miguel Bunal and how he tried to
fix Arlington by stealing things and placing them in
Arlington's. room?"
''Yes."
"This may be a case similar ta that."
"I hope you 1re right; but Flint sure i$ in a bad fix."
"Yes, and he fe~la pretty bad about it. He was a.11
broke11 u~."
:Dick went to Professor G\mn and asked to be excused from fu~ther clas.s~s that d<\y.
"Why do yatl wish to be el(cused ?" irw1ir~d the

prnkssor.
"I want to go to the village.
for Dave Flint."

I must do something
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A cloud came over the professo r's face.
"Better give that boy up, Merriwell, " he said. "He
is a hopeless case."
" But I can't believe it, professo r!" cried Dick. "He
is innocent! I'll stake my life on it!"
"Such loyalty to a friend is a fine thing," said the
professor. " In this case, however, it is wasted. I
was in the room when the stolen articles were found
there. I watched him .and questioned him. He betra-yed guilt. ".
"Did he confess? "
"No, he was obstinate and refused."
"Ah! He protested his innocence ?"
"Yes; but the proof against him is absolute."
" You think so?"
"I know it!"
" But I do not! Professor, let me off this afternoon.
If there should be a mistak e--"
"There is no mist'.:lke."
" But it will do no harm for me to see him. He
feels pretty bad, professor. He was all broken-u p over
it. Do me just this one favor!"

r3

"Some of the stolen goods were found in Flint's
room."
"I don't care. He's innocent! I'll prove it, too !"
"You'll prove it?"
" Yes. "
" W ell, how do you ex pect to prove that ?"
"I don 't know now, but I'll find a way. I'll save
Dave Flint. It's a shame to ruin a fellow who has
struggled so hard to be square and upright! " ·
In spite of himself, Nelson was interested by Dick
Merriwell's earnestne ss. Being; as has been stated, a
good judge of human nature, he had decided that Merriwell was unw.sually keen, clever and determined. A
sudden thought came to him.
" See here," he said, "I have no desire to punish the
wrong chap. If you are so interested, you may be of
some assistance in clearing up this matter. Why
don't you turn detective?"
" I have already decided to do so," said Dick\ ''tll

clear Dave Flint."
" If you can clear him by proving that he is innocent
and by trapping the guilty parties I shall be very well
satisfied. "
So earnestly did Dick urge that the professor finally .
"But I want to see him. I want to have a talk with
consented.
him."
Dick hastened to the village and found that Dave
"Of course yo71 know that Flint has some enemies
had been lodged in the lock-up. He was refused ad- at school."
j
mission.
"No t>ne knows it better I I know every one of
Then he sought Nelson, the detective, whom he them."
found at Mr. Washbu rn's store.
"Perhap s you might do well by watching them."
appeal.
Dick's
to
listened
Nelson
Dick had thought of that already.
"You
said.
he
lock-up,"
Nelson took out a cardcase and wrote somethin g on
"I will accompany you to the
may see the prisoner in my company."
"May I not see him alone?" asked Dick.
" W hy alone?'.'
"If he is guilty, he will tell me. I can induce him
to do that. But 11e's not guilty. I know it! He is
as innocent as I am myself.''
"Are you aware that it has even been suggested that
you may know somethin g about the robbery?"

a card.
"I think I'll permit )1ou to see Flint alone, " he said.
"Take this card to the officer at the lock~up. He'll let
you see the boy.''
Dick thanked the detective and hurried out of Mr.
\Vashbu rn's private office. He bumped against the
clerk of the store in his haste1 who seemed about to

Dick gasped.
" Vlell," he said, after a little, " I'll stake my life
that I know as much about it as Dave Flint does.''

" Do

enter the office.
" Look out!" exclaimed the clerk. sharply.
you want to run over a fellow?"
"Excuse me." said Dick.
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The clerk rapped on the door. As Dick was leaving, he heard him say to the proprietor:
"Here's a prescription Dr. Clyde wishes fi]ed at
once. I don't think I'd better try compoundiq; it."
Outside the store Dick suddenly stopped and
thought. A strange fancy flitted through his mind.
''.I'll investigate that later," he said, as he o:i:e more
hurried on to see Flint.

CHAPTER VII.
'rHE BONDS OF FRIENDSHIP.

Dave sat dejectedly in a corner of the bare cell.
There was a bunk and a stool in the room. Thoce
things were the only furniture. As the h~vy rolt of
the door grated and shot back the unfortunate boy
looked up.
Dick entered. He sprang forward, h:s ha-nd outstretched.
"Da1fe !" he cried.
Dave rose and fell back against the wall.
"Dick I" he choked ..
Merriwell grasped his hand.
"Dave, old fellow, I know it's a mistake! You'll
come out of this thing all right! Don't you give up!"
There was heart and soul in those words. The
coming of Dick Merriwell to that dismal room was
like the bursting of the sun from behind a black cloud
•
after a storm. New warmth and life leaped in the
veins of the accused lad. He felt his hand grasped
and wrung by the hand of the boy he admired and respected most in all the wide world. That boy looked
into his eyes and told him it was a mistake, it would
come out all right in the end.
"Cheer up, old fellow!" said Dick.
"It-it's mighty good of you I" muttered Flint,
thickly. "You don't believe me guilty?"
"Nol"
"But I'm in a bad scrape, Dick."
Flint had selqom called Merriwell by his given
name before. Now, just when he had fancied the barriers would be heaviest between them, there seemed no
barrier.
"It isn't half .as bad as it looks, Flint, old fellow."
"But the things found in my room. Dick, who put
those things there? I've been thinking about it! My
heart .has been full of rage. Somebody did it-somebody did it to ruin me I"

,

"Somebody did it to get you into this scrape," said
Dick.
"I know it I And I've taken a solemn vow to get
even with the fellow. If I'm sent to prison, I'll get out
some time. Then I'll find out who it was I Then let
him look out for me! I'll kill him!"
.
"Steady, Dave! You're not going to prison. We're
go'.ng to find out who did the job, and he'll be tb( fellow who'll go to the jug, not you."
"How are you going to find out?"
/
"I con't know yet, but we'll find a way."
"Oh, if you could!"
"We can. I kr:ow your enemies, Arlington, Shaw
and all the rest of that sweet gang. Some one of them
did it."
"Cl:e:ter Arlir.gton hates me worse th.an all the
others, but it does r.ot seem possible he woa:d stoop to
such a thir:g."
"He' ll £too? pretty low," said Dick.
"Ar:d Shaw--"
"Tl:er:! may be more than one in it."
"Of cour!:e all the fellows believe me guilty?"
"No."
"Don't they?"
Flint seemed incredulous. Remembering how he
had seemed to have no friend at school save Dick Merriwell, he had fancied all the boys would be only too
glad to think the worst of him.
"No," said Dick. "There are several of them who
seem to doubt."
"Who are they?"
"Buckhart, for one."
'.'And he hated me on~e !"
"Well, Brad's ail right, and you have won his sympafry by your fight for yourself. But he's not the only
one. I heard several of the fellows expressing doubts.
They said things were coming your way altogether too
thick. Dave, if you pull out of this scrape all right,
which you will, you'll find it will do more than anything else has done to win friends for you."
"Oh, do you think that?"
"I know it. Now, just you keep a stiff upper lip
and .wait. I don't believe Henry Nelson himself is
just satisfied, you are the right chap. I told him you
would ·confess to me if you did it, and that may hav~
been one reason why I got here to see you."
Flint placed a hand on Dick's shoulder and looked
straight into his eyes.
"Dick," he said, "if I knew one single thing about
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this rbbbery I wouid tonfess to you. I am entirely for the . r~-\;engeful boy who had caused the arrest of
, .. - ,- -- .
Dave Flint.
innocent. I swear it by--"
lfenry Neison fiad i1ot tak~n Dick into his confi"You don't have to . swear by anything, old fellow.
I know it. AU right. While you're shut up he.re just dente. ·, He -wa.s' i1ot iri ·the habit of trusting any one
with his secrets. yet he was shrewd enough to know
remember tha't I'm wo1:king for you."
"And I have more confidence i11 you than in any- that outsiders often ~vere ot ·great assistance to him.
thing else," asserted Dave, ·whose plain face once more He did not despise t11e a1d; of ~utsiders. He often
shone with hope. "Dick, I think you will find a way sought it. And it was his custom to get ·the assistance of some one who could be near the suspected
to clear me!"
Dave had most amazing confidence in Dick Merri- person without himself being suspected. This being
well. He fancied Dick could do almost anything he his method, and being struck with the appearance of
Dick Merriwe_ll_~ his n1ann~r, ~is words, his protestaattempted.
talk!" Merri well cried. "I shall tion of friendship for Flint, the detective decided that
"That's·the way
Legin work at once. Nelson has suggested that I he had fotind the person he wanted.
Sb it happened that when Dick left the lock-up Nelmay be able to help him. Now don't get blue, old iclson was waiting for him. He was on the street and
low."
"I won't," promised Dave. "I have been blue spoke to Dick.
"Follow me," he said. "Keep at a distance; but
enough, but you have braced f!1e up again. Dick, if I
ever pull through my troubles, I shall owe everything follow me."
He walked along the street to the Fardale Hotel,
to you. And I won't forget!"
There was deep emotion in his voice, and in this which he entered.
Dick followed.
moment his feeling of affection for Dick Merriwell
As Dick paused in the hall a quiet voice said :
transformed his face, athwart which a yellow ray of
"This way.1 "
light came from the narrow baned window high in the
wall. Just then Dave Flint was almost handsome.
He looked up. Nelson was standing at the head of
Again Dick shook Dave's hand. A few more the stairs. Dick ascended the stairs, and followed the
words passed between them, and Merriwell went out. Pinkerton man into his room. When the door was
In that brief space of time Dick had trapsformed the closed, Nelson said :
"Weil, what do you think? Are you still confi· accused lad from a downcast, despondent, despairing
wretch into something entirely different-cheerful, dent that Dave Flint is innocent?"
"More confident than ever," said Dick. "I know
hopeful, patient, confident.
Although neither lad realized it, in these days ~hey it." .
were building up between them a friendship that
"I hope you're tight. Now tell me how you proshould forge them as in bands of steel-a frie1'1dship pose to ptoceed to prove his innocence. · You . must
that should e1idure as long as life lasted.
have a plan."
Nelson was great at seeking to learn the plans of
others. He ·had very little to say about his own plans.
"I have not yet decided," answered Dick1
CHAPTER VIII.
"Did Flint suggest nothing?"
DICK ASKS QUESTIONS.
"Nothing further than to find out how those stolen
Dick ·l\1erriwell was fully in earnest in his resolution things came 'to be· in his room."
"A very good plan. You ·say this Flint has eneIn such a case as this he ha~ abso~o turn detective.
lutely no experience. True, he had trapped Miguel mies?"
"Lots of them."
Bunol at the academy when the Spanish lad was steal"Some special ones?"
ing articles from the rooms oi various cadets; but that
"Yes."
he had accomplished by a ruse, a trick. He had sus"How would it do to watch them, to inquire into
pected the fellO\Y. In this case he suspected Shaw. ·
their movements without arousing their suspicion, to
His first thought was to lay a trap for Shaw.
He did not kn,ow that a trap was yawning already find out just what they were doing Sunday night, to

to
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find out what they have done since then? If th('!,re
se~ms to be a particular enemy to this boy, suppose you
watch him like a hawk. And you must tell me everything you learn that you think may be important. Do
you lmderstand ?"
Dick understood and nodded. He did not commit
himself with words.
"In this way," said Nelson, 1'you may be able to assi.st me, and if Flint is innocent you may help to clear
him. But, above all things, tell po one what you are
doing. Don't trust your friend, your chum, anybody.
Success in this line of work depends in a measure on a
fellow's ability to keep his mouth closed. Don't be
proud that you are assisting a detecti ve and give any
one a hint that such is the case. Don't speak of me.
Don't seem to have any connection whatever with me.
I had you follow me across the street and enter this
hotel at a distance behind me in order that no suspicion
might be aroused."
Dick heard all these instructions without speaking,
but to himself he thought that Nelson might have
spared the trouble of giving them. He had entertained
no thought of going around and boasting about his
connection with the detective.
"That's all," said the detective. "Only report
promptly anything you may learn that seems of importance."
Dick left the hotel and turned toward the academy.
He was passing the store of Joseph Washburn o~ the
opposite side of the street when the thought came to
him that the first thing a real detective would do would
be to find out all the particulars of the robbery.
He crossed the street and entered the store.
The clerk, a thin-faced, nervous chap, was there
alone. He was smoking a cigarette when Dick entered quickly. He started, and flung the cigarette
down in a corner behind the counter. When he sa·w
who had entered, he grinned and produced another
cigarette.
"I thought it was the boss," he said, as he struck a
match and lighted up.
"Is Mr. Washburn out?" asked Dick.
"Surest thing you know. Think I'd be smoking
one of these things if he was in? I guess not-!"
"Then he doesn't approve of cigarettes?" said Dick,
with a friendly smile.
"Approve! Nit r Not on your natural! He's a
regular old crank about them---a regular old heh ! He

turns up his nose and makes a fuss if he happens to get
a smell of one."
" \Vell, he'd surely smelled one if he had come in
just now, even if he hadn't seen you throwing that one
away."
"That's all right. I'd said a fellow was in here
smoking one."
"Oh, that's the way you fool him?" laughed Dick,
t
as if he thought it a good joke.
i"Betcher life! He's an old dub, anyhow. And
he's meaner than dirt. It's easy to pull the •wool over
his eyes. I rather enjoy it."
This fellow was not agreeable to Dick, but Dick
wished to 'a sk questions, and he regarded it as policy
to cultivate the chap. He saw the clerk was sly,
treacherous, untrustworthy. He would have preferred
to question Mr. Washburn about the robbery, but he
also wished to get back to the academy as soon as possible.
"When will ~fr. Washburn return?" he asked.
"I don't know; didn 't tell me. He's been dodging
in and out all the time since the robbery. Say, that
was pretty tough on the· old duffer. But that detective nabbed the chap who did it in short order, didn't
be?"
"He wasn't long about making an arrest," said
Dick.
"I didn't suppose it was one of your fellows over at
the school that did the job. Never suspected it. But
they say the fellow that's pinched looks like a bad one,
and I hear that his father had a bad • record before
him."
Dick was not pleased, but the clerk seemed eager to
talk about Flint.
"Do you know him?" he asked.
"Yes," answ,ered Dick.
"Know him pretty well?"
"Yes, pretty well."
"
"Is he really unpopular at school?"
"Very."
"Then I don't suppose any one will care much because he's caught. They'll all be glad of it."
"Many will."
"Well, that ain't as bad as it would be if he was
popular and had lots of friends. But why do you
suppose he carried off such a lot of stuff?"
"Was much stuff taken ?"
"Everything of value in that showcase c;)Ver there,
all the fancy goods, eighteen dollars in money out of
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the cash register, over fifty dollars worth of cigars and
a fine pair of scales. Oh, it was qtrite a clean up !"
The fellow grinned. He did not seem to feel at all
bad about his employer's loss.
"Near broke the old man's heart," he went on. "He
had a fit when I telephoned him what had happened.
You see I open the store mornings, and I was here
Monday morning. I found out what had taken place,
and I called the boss up. It spoiled his breakfast."
Dick was thinking. He was wondering that any
cadet could have been foolish enough to be concerned
in such a robbery. Reason indicated that such an
amount of loot could not be disposed of easily.
"One fellow did not do it alone," Dick decided.
Henry Nelson had quickly reached that conclusion,
which was why he had not nabbed Clint Shaw.
Dick questioned the clerk.
"How did the robbers get in?"
"Back door."
"Break it open?"
"Unlocked it."
"Unlocked it?"
"Sure thing. I found it unlocked Monday mornmg. They just walked in that way and right o.ut
again. It was slick ' and easy."
"Perhaps Mr. Washburn left it unlocked. Perhaps you left it unlocked?"
"Oh, I don't come into the store Sunday afternoons.
The boss always does that. I wasn't here that day,
so he couldn't accuse me of leaving the door unlocked."
"Then he may have done so."
"Don't you believe it t If you ever were here to see
him go round and try the doors when closing up you'd
know he never forgets. He tries both of them half a
dozen times. He's fussy about it. He says he knows
the back door was locked Sunday night."
"Then the burglars must have had a key."
The cierk lighted a fresh cigarette. He inhaled the
smoke, taking it way down into his lungs and breathing it out in a thin, vaporish puff. Sometimes he permitted it to escape as he talked. He had that peculiar
characterless expression about the mouth that stamps
the confirmed cigarette smoker. It is an insipid,
forceless, weak look, and constantly pulling at cigar~
ettt> - gi ves it to every boy. Some may think they have
escaped it, that they are exceptions ; but they are wrong,
for though they do not see the look themselves it is
there. Others see it. They are stamped by the paper-covered thing that has ruined so many boy;;.

Ruined? Yes, that is the word I Some boys laugh
and say they are harmless. The record shows that
lads who are confirmed cigarette smokers lack energy,
lack stamina, lack staying power, lack ambition, a:ce ir~
resolute, are easily influenced and are disqualified to
make the best of their opportunities in life. Not all
of them become crimihals, not all of them cheat and
steal and lie and finally murder; but many of them do,
and they do it without reason, without cause, without
understanding why they do it. The little destroyer
hidden in the paper-wrapped cigarette has performed
'
its terrible work.
Tell a boy cigarettes are dangerous and may hurt
him. Nine times out of ten he will say, "I don't smoke
many of them; I only smoke six or seven a day." . But
urge him to quit smoking them. Some will frankly
confess that they find it hard to do so. Already the
little destroyer has fastened his grip upon them. Thegrip is closing slowly but surely. They think because
they smoke a limited number of ~igarettes they are
complete master of the things, and they will never
smoke more. They do not see the smile of the demon
that is tolling them on, decoying them into the snare
' through that very belief.
Some boys say, "There's So-and-So-he smoked
cigarettes by the hundred and they never hUtrt him
any." How do you know? So-and-So may not show
it to your observation, he may seem to be all right, .he
may be a fairly successful man in his way and fairly
prosperous. But how do you know he .would not
have been more successful and prosperous if he had not
smoked those things? How do you know they did
not take from him that keen edge of nergy, ambition
and ability that would have made him more successful
than the average man? How do you know they did
not dull his brain, and prevent him from acquiring
knowled~ and training that might have made him a
master of men, that might have lifted him far above
his present situation? No one knows.
Dick realized that it was useless to preach to or
warn the confirmed cigarette smoker, and so. he said
nothing as the clerk lighted another of the thing~.
"Yes," said the clerk, "they had a key."
"How did they get it?"
"How do you suppose I know? All I know about
it is that they came in here and made a big haul. I'm
glad it happened Sunday night, for the boss can't
blame me. Otherwise, he might have said I failed to
lock the back _door properly."

)
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Then, of a: sudden, the clerk th~ew do,vn the cif;arette, stamped on it and kicked it under the counter.
Mr. Wash burn came in.

CHAPTER IX.
MERRIWELL'S SUSPICIONS.

Mr. Washburn sniffed the air suspiciously, an<l
glared at Dick. He left the front door wide open.
"We'll Jet in some fresh air, Harvey," he said to
the clerk~ "You may leave the door open a minute."
"All right, sir," answered the cl~rk, winking at
Dick.
Dick spoke to Mr. ·washburn, saying he wished to
see him a moment privately. 'Nashbtml seemed to
r
.
look him over, as if fancying he had a lighted cigarette
hidoen somewhere about him, and then said, sh01ily:
• "Come into the office."
· Dick followed him in.
"What is it?" asked Mr. Washburn.
"I believe you heard Mr. Nelson suggest to me that
I turn detective?"
"Yes."
"vVe11, sir, I have decided to do so."
"Hum'!"' 'coughed Washburn, looking Dick over
doubtin~ly.

"Dave Flint, who was arrested, is a friend of mine.
I think him innocent. I am going to clear him."
Washburn ftowned. '
"You've tackled a hard job,'' 'he said. "It strikes
me _that the f,ellow is guilty beyond a doubt. How
can it be other·wise? The stuff, some of it, was found
hidden in his room."
"Well, if he is guilty," said Dick, without at all acknowledging such a thing to himself, "he ,must have
had accomplices."
"Exactly, exactly!"
"You want to catch them?"
"Yes, yes."
"As long as Mr. Nelson has asked me to aid him,
perhaps you will be willing to tell me just what was
stolen" ju.s t how the store was entered, just how you
found things here in the mo.rntng, and anything of that
sort I may wish to know.''
At first Mr. Washburn hesitated, doubtful over the
wisdom of telling this boy too much; but Diel,< skill' fully led him on, getting ans,vers to all his questions.
Finally he asked :
"Have you ever missed anything before?"

"Oh, well, possibly~a· few things."
\ "Ah! Then y~u think articles ha ye been stolen
from you before ?"
"Yes. I suppose every storekeeper loses more or
less. There are sneak thieves who pick
small
things of value if ~hey can get their hands on them."
"You've never lost anythi11g from your showcase?"
"Once I lost a very han9some silver-backed hand
mirtor."
"How was it taken?"
"Somebody must have stepped behind the counter
when Harvey or I " ·ere in the rear putting up a prescription."
·'\i\'hat's your clerk's name?"
"H.arvey C:rubb."
"Been with you long?"
"Two years--almost."
"Reliable?"
"Oh, yes l"
"Prompt, energetic, capable?"
"\Vell, he isn't as energetic as he might be, and he
doesn't seem to grasp the details of the business as
he might. In some ways he is most disappointing, but
he comes from a nice family, and I know I can trust
him. It's not every young fellow · you can trust."
Dick agreed with him in this, asked a iew more
questions, and then left the· office.
As Dick left the office he saw the clerk standing
near one of the big windows at the front of the store,
saw him suddenly dodge aside, peer out and then retreat from the window.
.Dick '\'alked straight out of the store. On the opposite side of the street he saw a man passing. This
man wa s a rough-looking young fellow of twentythree or four, and he appeared like a sailcir. He was
looking toward the store in a manner that a small boy
might have-designated as "rubbering."
Dick did not show that he noticed this person. He
walked away, but paused to glance into the window of
a store further along the street. From the corner of
his eye he saw the sailor coming back along the street,
again watching the drug store.
The man passed the drug store. He did not cros:;
tile street an<l enter.
Dick's interest \vas thoroughly awakcued.
"You'll bear watching," he thought.
So he \Vatched the sailor, He did a slick piece oi
shadowing. The sailor finally went to the village post
office. He did not call for mail, but stood up at a desk
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provided for patrons, tore a leaf from a small, ciirty lington or any enemy of Flint at the academy could be
he carried and wrote something upon it. connected with J a.ck, the Sailor, or Harvey Crubb.
Then he came out, stopped a boy with a sled, gave him That mystery, however, might be e.xplained later. FQr
ten cents and told him to take the note, which was the p~esenl he resolved to watch Crubb.
carefuliy folded, to Barvey CruEib, at Mr. W ashburn's store, and to give it to no one else.
Dick was walking away in advance of the bay before
CHAPTERX.
the boy started. .Apparently he had not heard a word;
HU MA N OUTCASTS •.
in reaiity he had heard all. He felt that he would give
Dick soon decided on a plan of action. He went
something to know just what the sailor had written.
straight
to F rank Merriwell's house, to which he ad"Perh2ps it is none of my business," thought Merrimi
tted
himself
with the aid of the key he always carwell. "But it may be very important. As long as I
ried.
have set out to be a detective, I may flS well follow deW hen Dick left that house, shortly alter dark, his
te:::tive rr.etl!ocs ar.d s;.:iy and pi·y into secrets. It's for
best
friend would have had difficulty in recognizing
Dave's s£.ke. W r.en I am through with this job, I'll
him. He wore an old suit of clothes, the trousers havbe myne'.f ae-z.in. I must see-othat note before it reaches
ing unusually wide bottoms and being held up with a
Harvey Cra0'.:>."
leather
belt. He had on a woolen shirt with a wide colFortur:e favored him. He walked swiftly down the
lar and a big greasy tie. He wore a short jacket, a cap
street. Ee v1z.s at the foot of a short hill when the
set
rakishly toward one ear, and he walked with a gait
boy cz.n e ·s:iQing down on his sled. At th~ foot of
·that seems peculiar to deep-sea sailors. His face was
that hill wmebody had sprinkled ashes to )ceep the boys
from n!iding. The sled struck the ashes, and th~n sled somewhat grimy and seemed to have a weather-worn
appearance.
and boy parted company. Th~ sled stopped, while
It was not the first time Dick had disguised himself
the boy came on; striking the road and rolling over
as a sa;lor. And now he turned his feet toward The
and over. He sat up and bawled.
Harbor, where already he had passed through one or
Dick ran out to hjm. He saw the note lying on the
two serious aQ.ventures.
road and picked it up. It opened in his hand, and he
Dick knew where Mother Muggs kept her place, a
read:
low resort for the sailors off the . vessels. Many a
"To-night, 7.30, Mother Muggs. Sail in morning. shady thing had happened in this old woman's place,
and still somehow she escaped the hand of ·the law.
Don't fail.
}ACK."
She was a wicked, grasping, conscienceless old hag,
Dick gave the note to the boy and picked him up. who hobbled about with a cane and talked wi~h a shrill
One of the .boy's mittens was off.
voice. She had red, watery eyes, a toothless moutb
"I've lost my ten cents l" cried the little fellow. "I· and a face deep furrowed by the fingers of time and
had it in me mitten with that piece o' paper."
expressing all the disagreeable and repulsive qualities
Dick looked for the lost dime, but could not find it. of her depraved nature.
Then he gave the boy a quarter, and the little fellow
In Mother Muggs' place sailors could drink, gamwent off happy.
'
ble, lie, cheat, rob and be robbed. She sold them
"Cheap information," thought the amateur detective. wretched stuff called liquor. It was said that she
Mother Muggs has a place over at The Harbor. Jack, bought the cheapest spirits and doctored the;n to suit
the sailor, makes an appointment to meet Mr. Harvey her fancy with arsenic and water and doubled their
Crubb there at 7.30 this evening, as he sails in the bulk. This vile stuff she sold at the price 'of the best
morning. Why didn't he go into the store boldly and
It was not yet seven o'clock when Dick Merriwell
speak to Harvey? Why did Harvey dodge when he came rolling and whistling into Mother Muggs' place,
saw Jack on the opposite side of the street? Some- where he found half a dozen tough-looking chaps, four
thing doing. I bel'ieve I will be at Mother Muggs' of. whom were engaged in a game of cards. Dick
place at 7.30 to-night."
knew the proper way to get along in that "joint," and
He had intended to return to the academy, but now he proceeded to "set 'em up" for the house.
,
he gave that up. He wondered how Shaw and ArJack, the Sailor, was there, and, as it happened, be>- I
'
not~:iook
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sides the disguised Dick, he seemed to be the only seafaring man in the place. The others were loafers and
ne'er-do-wells of the 'town, every one of whom bore a
bad reputation, and part of whom had "served tii;ne"
for offenses of different natnres.
The worst-looking chap of the place, the most-dangerous in appearance, was one with a thick neck, receding forehead, protruding lower jaw, small eyes and
huge yellow horse-like teeth. This man claimed New
1Y ork as his native place, an'd was known as Bowery
Bill. Bill was a fighter. He fought on the slightest
provocation, and he was continually "looking for
trouble." · In ct fight he hesitated not to bite off an
ear, gouge out au eye, or slice off a nose. He carried a knife.
There was another fellow in the place who had a
bad reputation, although he looked meek and peaceable.
He was known as "The Parson," for it was said that
he had once been a traveling evangelist, going from
place to place and preaching the gospel.
Drink had caused the downfall of The Parson,
'drink had led him into crime, he had b.een sent to jail,
he came forth wrecked for life. Those who knew
both The Parson and Bowery Bill well, erttertaihed
the greater amount of awe for the former. The Parson was almost shrinking in his manner, but he was a
perfect devil when aroused.
The others were Singing Johnny, Dave Dent and
Hobo Hank. Hobo Hank was a genuine tramp, but
he made The Harbor at Fardale his headquarters.
Sometimes he disappeared for a year at a time, and
all knew he was "traveling for his health," but he always came back to The Harbor, which he called
"home." Usually he came back as poor as when he
left, but this time he had returned flush. Still he
wore his ragged clothes.
"Ain't best to rouse s'picions, ye know," he told a
friend, "by bqmchin' out sudden like with too menny
fine togs. Folks might ax questions. They might
wanter know where I got me dust to buy ther outfit
with."
It was into' this unsavory gang that Dick had carelessly wandered. He seemed like ·a foolish boy who
had run away and taken to salt water. And ~ow,
with his seemingly flushed face and unsteady step indicated that he was trying to "whoop it up."
The Parson, Hobo Hank and Jack, the Sailor, had
been s~ated at a table at the rear of the room, but all
came up promptly to Mother Muggs' bar when the

old woman pounded on the battered board and informed them that "This here young gent has set 'em
up fer the house, boys, so what'll ye have."
"Well, old gal," said Bowery Bill, "gimme a Manhattan cocktail. Dat's good ernough fer my style."
"G'wan, William!" cried Mother Muggs, shrilly.
"Don't you come none of that here! You can't make
sport of the old lady in her own house."
"Old lady!" exclaimed Bill, with an attempt to be
pleasant "Don't call yerself <lat, dear girl. Why,
ye're young an' han'some ernough ter make der heart
o' any gent flutter in his buzzum."
He reached acrdss the sloppy bar and tried to
tickle the toothless and withered old hag under the
chin, but she pushed his hand aside, snapping:
"Stop that, William! Don't try to jolly me -! It
won't go. An' don't put on airs by callin' fer things
that ye know ain't in ther house. I won't have it."
"Then you can give me a little whiskey," said B·ill.
"I'd like a nip o' brandy," said Dave Dent, getting
into line.
"Gin will do me," said Singing Johnny. "Gin is
good for the voice, and it clears the complexion.
"It is likewise good for the ,imagination and loosens
the tongue amazingly,'' observed The Parson. "I ~!
great temways used to drink gin when delivering
perance orations. After about s-ix swigs I could
wring tears from a stone with my eloquence and the
vividness with which I painted the ravages of the
demon drink. I always shed a few tears myself, and
I could get an excellent quaver into my v01ce. Ah,
yes, gin will do me, Mother Muggs."
"If you could concoct me an a.b sinthe frappe, fair
lady," said Hobo Hank, "it would be just aoout
the r - "
Then he dodged behind Jack, the Sailor, for the
old woman had pulled a heavy club from beneath
the 'bar.
"Don't be givin' me any of yer foreign lingo!" she
snapped. ''You are forever talking Eyetalian an'
French an' sech sence you went abroad on that cattle
steamer. Now you speak right up an' say in plain
United States what ye want."
"Thankee," said Hobo. "I don't suppose you have
· a small bottle of Mumm's Extra Dry, handy, have
you?"
:'Bum's Extry Dry!" exclaimed Mother Muggs.
"If they're such bums as you, they're always e...'Ctry
dry."
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"I would even conderscend to drink some simple on the shoulder. "You're all right! Boy, you've got
Assmanshause r or Deidesheimer, " said the tramp, . the right stuff in ye!"
peei·ing ovei· Jack's shoulder.
Dick placed a five-dollar bill on the bar, weakly ask"You'll name yer drink mighty quick, or you'll git ing Mother Muggs to take the change from that.
outer here!" howl~d the old ' voman, who could not
The old woman snatched it up and looked it over
bear to have any one make sport of her."
suspiciously. She hacl been stuck with counterfeits
"Then I will take a glass o' port wine, mother."
more than once.
"You?" said the proprietress, to Jack.
"Oh, that's good money !" exclaimed Dick, seem"Rum!" cried the sailor. "Rum is the stuff for a ing to be just recovering his harsh voice. "But if you
man who follows the sea. Eh, mate?" and he gave wat1t some of the other kind I can tell you where
Dick a nudge.
to get it."
" Right!" agreed the boy, in a harsh voice. "I'll
At thi s they all looked at him with still greater intake the same, a good swig of Jamaica rum."
terest.
Mother Muggs quickly ranged some glasses along \ " You know where ter git hold o' some o' der queer,
the bar. Then she took a bottle from a shelf and do yer ?" asked B~wery Bill.
.
"You bet! "
poured each glass slightly more than half fu\I , using
"Well, the stuff is handy ter have. I'd like a litthe same bottle for all.
"There ye ha ve yer drinks, gents," she said, put- tle of it meself."
" For a hundred dollars I can get you a thousand
ting back the bottle and again taking up the club; "an'
dollars
l hope ye' ll find them jest to yer taste."
in the cleverest stuff you ever saw," said Dick.
"Say," exclaimed Dave Dent, "do you see J. PerryShe watched them as they lifted their glasses and
drank, something like a grim smile hovering around ponty Morgan in this gathering anywhere? A hunher sunken mouth. But she did not observe that the dred dollars! Wow !"
Another round of drinks was ordered by Hobo
boy who ordered the drinks skillfully emptied the conHank.
·
·
tents of his glass into a sawdust-filled spittoon.
"Wl;i.at
is
it
this
time,
gents?"
asked
the
old
woman.
"Dat's fine whiskey!" said Bowery Bill, catching
"The same," said Singing Johnny. ·
.
his breath.
"Same," echoed the others, as they ranged along
" E xcellent brandy!" nodded Dave Dent, wiping
the
bar once more. "
the tears from his eyes.
They drank again, and again pro1101.1oced the vile
"First-class gin!" gasped Singing Jo!mny, leaning
stuff excellent. Dick was able, as before, to spill his
limply against the bar.
without tasting a drop and witho~t being detected.
"Splendid gin!" agreed The Parson, after nearly
The boy seemed to become very hilarious. He
strangling.
talked a great deal. Be gave his name as Sam Bm;ket,
"That, dear lady," ' said Hobo Hank, "holding up his and said he had come
to Fardale to join a vessel that
gl~ss at an angle and then draining from it a drop
had failed to arrive.
that remained, "is without exception the most mellow
They retir~d to tl}e rear of the room, where they:
ofd port I have ever tasted OJ1 these shores."
found seats. Johnny was asked to sing.
"The best rum in the State!" asserted Sailor Jack,
"What shall it be?" he inqi1ired.
in a we<lk voice.
"Turn Him Down, McCluskey," proposed Bowery
Dick Merriwell was coughrng and gasping. He Bill.
seemed ready to fall over. The others back~d <l'Way
"My Old l\.entt1ckey ijome," suggested D~ve Dent.
in a se ~ni-circle a11d looked at him in evident enjoy''Nancy Lee," put in Jack, the Sailor.
ment.
"Keep Amovin'," from Hobo Hank
"What do you think of it, kid?" they cried.
Then The Pars011 rnurnrnred :
"Gug..gug-grand 11' wh! pered Dick, tears see1 iing
"The Good Old St11ume1· Time."
•• have an-· And
to stream from his eyes. "I love it! Let's
Johnny s;;i.ng· it.
other drink."
'Pick listened, and within his heart lie wondered.
"Ha! ha!'' laughed the sanor, givi11g Dick a ship It '"as a strange scene, a gatl;lering of the outcasts and
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wretched, the shunned and feared of society. ·what
misspent lives! What shattered hopes! Who could
say that all of these men had fallen thus low entirely
through faults of their own? Fate may have !eemed
against therrt. They had not been endowed with sufficient uprightness and strength of character to resist,
and so they had falJlen. Day by day they were going
lower and lower.
The voice of Singing Johnny was not bad, although
liquor had ruioed it. Plainly he had been a fine singer
at some time in his life. It was said that he had
been on the stage.
As Johnny sang, the listeners betrayed different
emotions; but, watching them closely, Dick Merri well
saw a tear start from the eye of The Parson, who surreptitiously wiped it away.

CHAPTER XI.
THE SILVER-BACKED COMB.

'A. game of cards was proposed. Greasy cards were
at hand, and soon Hobo Hank. The Parson, Jack, the
Sailor, and Dick Merriwell were engaged in a game
of "pitch." They played for twenty-five cents "a corner and twenty-five a set back."
As the game progressed, Jack, the Sailor, lost heavily. He was inclined to overbid his hands. Almost
every time the dealer "sold" to him he was "set back."
Jack grew angry.
"I can play this game as well as any of ye!" he
cried, savagely.
"Well, why don't you, then?"' asked The Parson,
quietly.
"Oh, I'll get at you yet!" said the sailor.
But he continued to lose.
Now Jack had concealed a certain amount of money
on board his vessel, and he had no great sum with
him. Therefore it was not long before he began to
realize that, unless luck quickly changes, he would
\
soon be "broke."
Luck continued to run against him and he found
himself strapped as a ne''\ game was begun.
He hesitated.
"Coming in?" asked H obo.
"Well, I will if you '11 let that stand fer a quarter,"
said Jack, as he pulled from his pocket a silver-backed
comb and tossed it on the table."
"Wot?" cried Hobo. "Wot is it?"
"A comb."

I

"'What do ye do with it?"
"Comb yer hair."
"What for? Say, put it back. I ain't got .no
use fer it. 1'
"You can sell it. It's worth a.. dollar, at least, and
I'll put it into the game for a quarter."
"'Worth a dollar?" cried Hobo. "Wot' s it made
outer ?"
"The back's silver."
"G'wan !"
"Sure thing."
The tramp examined the comb.
" All right," he said. "I'm willin' ter let ye in, but
I dunno wot I'd do wid that comb if I got it."
But Dick Merriwell had his eye on the comb. His
lips opened to say he would give any one who won
it Q. quarter for . it, but he closed them again, struck ·by
the thought that he might be lucky enough to get it.
Dick played his hand carefully, studying his cards,
thinking how they had run before, glancing sharply at
the other players and trying to read their thoughts.
The Parson had dealt. Hobo made a bid of two.
Jack hesitated and fingered his cards.
"Three times!" he finally cxclai nfed.
Dick had the king, Jack, ten, seven . and /five of
hearts.
"Four times." he said, although he had hoped to
get it f9r three.
The Parson made a remark that will not be recorded
here.
"I wanted to hold it for thi·ee !" he said. "Four is
too much."
"Do I pitcl1 it?" asked Dick.
The Parson hesitated. but finally tol.d him to go
ahead.
Dick slammed E.! own the king of hearts.
"Well, bless me!" said The Parson. mildly. "I
knew he would pitch me out." And he played a spade.
Hobo was sore. He put on the queen of hearts.
Jack dropped on the nine spot of the suit called, but
he was in an ugly mood. He called for a <lrink for
himself; but Mother M uggs had heard him say he
was out of money and declined to serve him, which
put him in a still worse temper,
Dick took th e trick.)
"Let's see-"vhcre they are." he observed, leading his
seven of trumps.
The Parson could not follow suit, nor could the
tramp. Dick watched Jack with some anxiety, for
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he wished to get that comb into his possession. It
was a remarkable thing that the sailor should have
such an article, and the boy reasoned that he had not
bought it. Dick fancied it might be one of the articles stolen from Mr. Washburn's store. If he could
get it and Mr. Washburn could identify it there would
be a strong link of proof against Jack.
Jack had the six spot of hearts.
Thus far Dick was all right. The ace or a lower
card than the five spot must lay in Jack's hand iJ.1
order for it to be a sure thing against him. If tlie
sailor held neither of these cards and Dick eould get
"game'' the boy's object would be accomplished.
On the third play Dick led his only "off suif," which
\\' .'.l S a club.
"N O\V ~et him, gents," said The Parson, slamming
a ten spot into Diclfs four.
Hobo banged down a te11 spot of diamonds, as he
had no clubs, and was not compelled to. follow suit.
\Vith an exclamation of satisfa;:tion, the sailor
raked the trick in with the king of clubs.
But then Dick had his turn, and he took e\·ery
other trick, as no more hearts were out . .
He had high, low, Jack and the game, \Yhich gave
him his fonr points, and the comb was his.
Dick immediately ordere<l <lrinks for everybody,
pocketing the comb.
Jack was ugly enough to refuse to drink with the
boy; hnt Dick pacified him by some smooth words,
lending him a dollar at the same time.
"That may put you onto your .feet again, mate," he
said.
"Kid, ye' re all right!" exclaimed Jack "I've got
money enough where it's safe, an' I'll pay ye ev'ry
cent."
They drank , and the game progressed.
But the sailor was still in ·an ugly mood, and before many tricks had 1:1een played he got into a dispute with Hobo. The tramp was ugly, also, and he
did not hesitate to use language that aroused Jack's
:re. The sailor reached across the table and slapped
Hobo.
An instant later thi11gs were happening. The table
\.Vas upset and the two men grappled.
The sailor
hurled Hobo down and started to kick him.
About this time The Parson got into action. Hobo
\•; a~ far better known than the sailor. and The Parsor:
proceeded to hit Jack a crack behind the ear that stagg<.:i-ed him.

Dick saw a free fight could not be avoided. Having
secured the comb, his first imp,;lse was to get out
quickly. But he saw the men in the place were inclined to "do up" the sailor, and suddenly he felt him- ·
self interested.
The sailor was fighting well, but Dave Dent and
Bowery Bill had sided against him, and he did not
have a show.
However, Jack knocked down Singing Johnny when
that \\'orthy tried to grapple with him. It was Bowery
Hill who ~truck the sailor a blow on the jaw that
stretched him on the floor. TJ:ien Bill started to jump
on him.
Dick Merriwell sailed in like a young whirlwind.
Catching up a chair, he hurled it at the bruiser, whom
he knocked over in that manner. \tVith a yell, he
dashed at The Parson and upset him. Singing Johnny
was attended to next.
The men seemed to get mixed up. The excitement
and the stuff they had drunk confused them, and they
were fighting among one another in a moment.
::.fother l\foggs had tried to stop them, but they
paid no attention to the sh rill cries of the old woman.
Fearing that her place would be demolished, she extinguished the lights.
Sailor Jack felt himself dragged "to his feet and
hurriedly assisted from the room. Outside he looked
to see who had clone this.
"Who is it?" he asked.
"Only me, mate," answered a hoarse voice. "T
woulcln 't see you clone up by them lancllul>bers.''
It was Dick.
CHAPTER XII.
THE

RASCALS

NABBED.

The sa.ilor was well pleased.
"Kid, ye're all right!" he exclaimed. "I saw ye
wade inter them lobsters, and it was great. It's right
fer old salts to stick tergether. Give us yer fin!"
They shook hands.
"Better get away from here," said Dick. "Somebody may be pinched, and I can't afford to fall into
the hands of an officer just now. I want to get away
to sea."
"Ye'ye been in some kind of a job?" asked Jack.
"Oh. nothing much," answered the boy. "Jest
shoving a little queer, that's all."
lt suddenly struck Jack that this boy was the kind
of chap he could trust.
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"I've been doin' a little job of my own," he said.
"My vessel sails in the' mornin', an' I want to gather
up the plunder before she puts out. I was to meet a
pal here to-night, but now-,-"
Somebody was coming down the road.
"Say, boy," said Jack, in a whisper, "if ye want to
get off in a hurry, sail with us. We're short-handed.
:\Vhat say ?"
"It's a go," said Dick, without hesit'\tion.
The fellow who was coming down the road stopped
and seemed to hesitate. Jack gave a sig1;al, wltich
was answered.
"It's my pal," he said, and they went out to meet
the man in the road.
"Hello, pal!" said the sailor. "Ye' re late."
"Who's with you?" was the question, and the other
fellow seemed ready to /run away.
"He's jest a mat' o' mine," answered Jack; "an' he's
all right. What made ye so late?"
"I have to be careful," was the answer. "I thought
I was being watched. You know there is a detective
in town."
"A detective-bah! ·w hat do we care! No detective will ketch us. Ain't he arrested a feller for <loin'
the job I"
"That's the qdeer part 'o f it. How did that chap
happen to have the stuff? That's what I want to
know."
By this time Dick saw the fellow in the road was
Harvey Crubb, which was exactly what he had anticipated. But now, as they moved away from the vjcinity of Mother Muggs' place the conversation of the
two interested Dick beyond measure. Crubb was susp1c1ous of Dick, but Jack insisted that the boy was
on the level, and the fears of the clerk were finally
allayed so that he talked with considerable freedom.
In a very few minutes Dick became convinced that
Clint Shaw, Chester Arlington and other foes of Dave
Flint were in no way connected with these two rascals,
who had committed the robbery themselves. It became plain that the clerk had entered into a compact
with the sailor to loot the store and divide the spoils.
The sailor was to carry the stuff away when his vessel
sailed. Much of it had been smuggled into the vessel,
but still more was hidden in a place where it was regarded as safe.
How had the stuff found in Flint's room come to
be there?
This still remained a mystery to Dick.

But it was just as great a mystery to the two rascals who had committed the crime. Crubb tried to
explain it by saying that Flint must have found the
plunder by accident and taken it to his room.
"But he only had a part of it," said the sailor.
"Ther rest is where we hid it. We'll go git it and
bring it down here."
"Better let it alone," objected the treacherous clerk.
"It's dangerous to go nea~ that place now."
."Let it alone!" exclaimed Jack. "Not on your life!
Think I'd sail out o' here without the rest of that
stuff? Nbt any! We'll go get it now!"
"Excuse me!" said Crubb. "Not if I know myself."
But Jack insisted, and after a while he carried his
point, although it was plain that Crubb was very
nervous and frightened.
Dick's heart was beating with satisfaction. To him- ·
self he said that his luck was something wonderful.
He was satisfied now that he could clear Dave Flint,
and that made him happy. ' He was eager to know
where the plunder had been hidden.
Jack trusted the boy fully, and together the three'
proceeded to' the railroad bridge. Crubb swung himself clown and felt in the hiding place.
"There's some of it here yet!" he whispered.
"Pass it up," commanded Jack, who was kneeling
just above.
At that moment men came rushing onto the bridge
from eithev end.
"Surrender!" was the cry. "Vve've got you, and
we'll shoot if you try any tricks!"
Dick's heart leaped into his mouth.
He recognized the voice of Henry Nelson.
The detective had sprung his trap.
Sailor Jack uttered a cry and sprang up, · ready to
attempt to resist or t ake to ·flight.
,
As the sailor rose, Dick stri}ck him a terrible blow
behind the ear, stretching him across the rails.
"Helie's one of your men, Nelson!" he cried. "I'll
have the other for you in a minute!"
Then clown to the iron girder he swung, reaching
for Harvey Crubb.
Crubb was frightened, but he struggled violently.
"You whelp!" he cried. "You've betrayed us!"
"Better take it easy," said Dick, fastening a hand on
the fellow's collar.
Crubb struck. at Dick's face, forcing hi1ri to release
his hold ori the timber: above to defend · himsdf.
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The next moment both went whirling downward
into the icy water of the stream beneath.
Dick clung to Crubb, determined that the fellow
should not escape.
In the water a fearful struggle took place. The
frantic clerk. did his best to break away and get ashore,
but Dick was too inuch for him. The current carried
them some distance down stream, but finally Merriwell
dragged Crubb ashore and sat on him, calling to the
'
detective.
Nelson was not slow in reaching him, but. he seemed
not a little puzzled when he found Merriwell holding
his prisoner helpless on the snow.
"What sort of a game is this?" he asked, in doubt.
"Who are you ?"
"I'm Dick Merriwell," was the laughing answer,
"and I rather think I have evidence enough to send
this fellow and his companion to the jug."
Still wondering, the detective proceeded to iron
Crubb, who was wet to the bone and shaking with fear.
"I saw you hit the other chap before you dropped
through the bridge," said Nelson. "And I couldn't
make out what sort of a thing wa~ happening."
"As soon as I can get into some dry clothes I'll tell
you all about it," asserted Dick.

*

.*

*

*

*

*

*

It was useless for the captured rascals to deny anything. Dick Merriwell had evidence enough to convict them, and when they found how he had fooled
them, both were eager to confess-: Nelson, regarding
Jack as the chief criminal, permitted Crubb to tell hi:;
·
story first.
Of course it cleared up the robbery, but it did not
explain how the stolen things came to be in Dave
Flint's room.
However, Nelson was confident that he would soon
find out alLabout that, and he lost no time in finding
Clint Shaw.
Shaw was at the rink in the village, where the game
of basketball was in progress, Fardale playing without the assistance of Dick Merriwell.
Clint was pale as a sheet when Nelson asked him
to walk outside. _Inwardly he resolved not to say a
word, but when he was told how he had been seen
visiting the railroad bridge he broke down and confessed.
On the night of the robbery he had been to call on
a friend in town and was returning along the railroad
to the main road, as that was the shorter way. As he .

approached the railroad bridge he saw two forms
climb up through the timbers and depart. With his
curiosity fully aroused, he went forward and made an
examination. The result was that he finally found
the hiding place of a portion of the plunder and the
plunder itself.
Immediately Shaw's evil and ingenious mind 'divined
that a robbery had taken place, and a sudden plan for
revenge on Flint came to him. It was dangerous,
but he carried it out. He took a portion of the plunder
to the academy and managed to smuggle it into Flint's
room and hide it there. Then, when the right time
came, he did his best to throw suspicion on Flint.
Shaw was not arrested.
But the next day he was invited by Professor Gunn
to leave Fardale Academy 1 which he did.
Flint was released, cleared of every suspicion of
crime, which filled his heart with rejoicing.
"I owe it all to you, Dick!" he said, gratefully.
"Oh, no!" laughed Dick. "I did what I could; but
Detective Nelson had his trap set and would have
nabbed the fellows all right if I had not been in it."
"All the same, my boy," said the Pinkerton man, "if
you care to enter the profession, I am confident that
you will make one of the most skillful detectives in
the country."
"Excuse me!" laughed Dick.

.

THE END•

The Next Number (357) Wiii Contain

DICK M£RRIWELL'S DIRK;
OR,

Beset by Hidden Peril.
SENSATIONAL BASKET BALL tiAME AT FARDALE.
Tragic Finish of a Fierce Contest-D eath
Trap Set for Cadet Merriwell.
FARDALE SPECIAL, January 20.-Who set the
trap? That is the question. When the fiendish trap
was sprung Dick Merriwell faced the deadliest peril
of his life. His position is hopeless! Is this splendid
career to be cut short at this early juncture? Is there
no help from any source?'
Read Tip Top, No. 357, and get the further details and developments of the fearful ituation•.
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APPLAUSE NOTICE.
It has been truly said that the Applause Column is read
the world over. The ·first reason for this vast popularity
·is because the column appears in ,>,rhat is universally admitted to be the king of all published weeklies,

I am a reader of yo ur T ip T op Weekly, and I th ink it b.:ats all
other weeklies; both in lite rature and in its good teaching. I
th ink that th ere is no other book that di d me more good than •
T ip T op. I think Frank :\1erriwell is about the best model any of
the young men of America could copy. Frank Merriwell is ;,.11
hon est American :youth, t:ue as steel, and his comp:>11ions are of
t he same sor,t. T ip Top_1s alw noted all over th e U nited States
and Canada, yes •. even in Cuha. fo r its at}1 letic contests. wJl ich
weekly woul d give away football outfi ts, baseball outfi t$ a nd
cameras. Nobody but T ip T op would do it. F rank Mer riwell
and H ogge te<ich many good lessons to th e American youth. T hey
were at firs ~ the counterpart of each ot her, Frank, the honest,
n~ a ~ll y Amen ca11 youth, t reat ing all alike, rich or poor,'wi th a for.
g1_vmg t~mp e r, and Bart H odge, the son of a rich man, looking
down wi th contempt on the poor, with a fiery temper that woulli
never fo rgive. But F rank at last showed h im how nte<tu he wa s
when he fo rgave hi m in eve r y attempt that he t ri ed· to in j ure him
T he T ip T op W eekly has done many ·good th ings; it ha s lrd
many p<;ople '' '. ho have _been leadin,g fau!tr lives to the ri ght palh.
Now, abou t Dick Mernwell. I thmk he· is abou t the sa me a ~ Iii»
b rother, exc·e pt that Franj.: dt> serves more cre<iit because he eid
not have th e helping hand to show him which was righ t o ~
wrong. and he d id not have anybody to speak for h i111 at Fa n lale
or $ive h im a~vice. Now some praise to the a1Jthor, Burt L .
S \:<. n di~h . I th mk hto must be a man somethin g like Frank M~r .
riwell. who has traveled a lot and just knows what th e vvcrage
Ameri can yo uth wants. I aL o have wri tten a small poe m, ' Ybich
is my first attemrt as a poet, but I thin k I better d ose iu;d 11·ivc
the ot hers th eir say. I
..
FA RDALE' S JlE!ST TWO.

The Winner of the 6rand Prize at the Paris World's Fair,
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But the second reason is just as important and cogent,
namely, the high excellence of the lett,e rs written by our
readers, which appear in this column. Indeed, these letters have been so highly praised that Street & Smith,
always anxious to serve and benefit their great public,
have decided to offer twelve valuable prizes for the twelve
best letters received from Tip Top readers in the next six
months. · These tw elve prizes · will be

TWELVE GOLD POUNTAIN PENS

·of the highest grad,c.
Now, then, all our ambitious young letter writers will
be anxious to win one of.these fine prizes. All you have
·to do is to follow these directions :
Write a letter to Tip Top Weekly; discussing any feature of the famous publication, its characters, plots, athletics, contests, tournaments or anything that impress ~s
you ~pecially; then write across the top of it " Prize Letter," and send it to Street & Smith . So that the contest
may be absolutely fair, the readers €lf Tip Top are to act
·as judges, and. the letters which receive the greatest number of votes will be awarded the prizes. Come on now ,
boys and girls! Show us \"hich on e of all our yr>ung
Shakeispeares re the best letter writers.

Frank ~fe rr iwe ll has an iron will, .
An d so has brave Dick, too ;
They have won many ha rd fo ught
T hey were Fa rda lc's best two.

b ~ ~ t!e,,~

\/\Then at foo tball- wh en at baseball,
When battling fo r the blue,
They were always loyal. brave :md tru eT hey were Fa1dale's best two.
Yours truly,
N ew York.
A liberal. well worded letter and writtell by one wh o l ook~ a\
every side of a case before maki ng a stat.ement. You see.m ed to
have taken Tip Top as a center from which radiates good ln all
directions, on one side th e physical, on another th e mental, an rl
~t ill another . plea sure. '· Your fir ~ t attetl)pt ;i.t: verse )ms o nr. :ii'.
important feat ure- a good subj ect- and your fe w li nes 5al<l .\
(!reat deal fo r it.
PRJZ E LETTER N O. 53·
l ha,•e read th e T ip T op Vveekly fo r over two yc :ir ~ now.
ihink it is a ve ry nice book for a boy to n;ad. I t i ~ :\h\ :tys
fqJI of excitement ar.id some very dar ing 'advent ures. A ~ for : 11:;'
vart, I think Ba r t chose the ri ght girl and so d id Frank. D ie;,
Me rriwell is as fin e a fellow as I have heard of in my tim ~. H e
is an all-a rotmd athlete. As fo r a baseball pitcher he i ~ almos:
as good as Frank J like to read about Dick and his d o ing~ a~
F ardal e. I al so · like to hea r about Brad Buckhart, Ha l P arret:,
Ted Smart, Obediah Tubbs an d the r e~t. of the gaug. Thos.,.
Mad R iver stories . were ,·ery nice. Snow F lake Charley was 0
ve ry good fe llo w. but I am so rry he lurn e"<l out to be Black B<) I ·
.\ s fo r Rawdon Brad for d, he was a cold-heartrd scoun drel. H:t:1 '
Dnnner wust and Obediah Ti1bbs at'e a \" ery funny pair. Obediah
doesn't seem to want as much pie as he di d. Br uce B.rown in;:
:.ind Bob Singleto11 p. ~·e a pair. T hey are vt: r)" lazy, co mpc.n" :
wi th H ans and Obediah. Dick and F rank set a very good eYa01ple. Both arc very fi ne fellows. Bart H odge and l3ra1I J~nd: 
hart a rc all righ t. Both arc Frank and Dick':; b<:' st frk n d~.. /\ ~ ior
the rest, tl.1ey .a re .all right- s.me as Burt L. Standish, the most
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noted story writer of the day. I will close this ktter now, remaining an ardent admirer of Burt L. and the Tip Top.
FRED SARGENT.
Gloucester, Mass.
The prize list is growing. Who are the best writers, readers?
0 Jease send you street address.
PRIZE LETTER NO. 54
A prize letter? Well. I'm in this-thou gh I'm somewhat
doubtful as to my ability in that quarter-st ill when it comes to
praising the Merriwells 'tis an easy task and by no mdns an
unpleasant one. For the past two years I have been a greatly
interested reader of the Tip Top, and continue to look forward
with great longing for them to appear. Dick Merriwell i.s all
that could be desired of the manly American youth, and his
friends are just the sort to inspire respect and admiration in the
hearts of the readers. Why, sometimes I 1*l! held spellbouncl with
delight and glad anticipation of what is coming next. And the
girls! Ah I They are splendid. T hatdly know which I favor
most, sweet Doris, or gentle, faithful Felecia. Truly, Mr. Standish knows the kind of characters to take our hearfS by storm.
Our old friends though have Jost nothing by compariso n with
the new, and any mention of them never fails to tind an eager
audience in "yours truly." To put the whole story in a nutshell-the famous Tip Top is a publication which every American
lad or lassie should be proud to be a · reader of, and the characters are such as to delight and interest the most exacting. Need
NORMA ST. CLAIR.
I say more?
Nashville, Tenn.
No. enough said, and well said. Have no doubt in regard to
your ability as a letter writer. You should stand well up on the
list.
PRIZE LETrER NO. 55.
•
letters that adorn the "Applause Column"
many
the
In reading
of the famous Tip Top Weekly, I have failed to notice any from
the capital of capitals. Tip Top is a paper that should he welcomed in all homes. It contains no trashy or vulgar readitig or
anything that would be improper for any one to read. This may
be seen by reading the letter of the Rev. L. H. Samuels, D. D. On
the other hand. it contains some magic characteris tic that brings
before a young man his many weaknesses and bad habits, thus
inspiring a great desire to imitate Frank and Dick Merriwell,
and by so doing his manly defects are remedied and he is made
a perfect man and an ideal American citizen. Nothing hut praise
and well wishes can be showered on r-1r. B. L. Standish for the
good work he is accomplishing through the columns of Tip Top.
Hoping that Tip Top shall be forever doing good, I remain, an
LEROY B. FUGITT.
ardrnt admirer,
Washingto n, D. C.
Glad to see our "C-pital" representa tive in the prize contest.
You have the right sort of ideas about Tip Top.

•

PRIZE LETTER NO. 56.
· I think it is fine that June Arlington hns come into the stories,
and she is lovely, even though she is Chester Arlington' s sister.
read this letter, that I have any intention of becoming a Juneite;
the Feleciaites and th~ Zonaites, if there are any Zonaltes. as to
who shall win Dick. "Juneite" sounds rather odd, but June is all
right, you bet your boots. Don't think for a minute you who
read this letter, that I have any intention of becoming a Juneite;
on the contrary. I am a steadfast Dorisite, as are, I think, most
Tip Toppers. but I can admire June also, although, of course, she
cannot compare for a moment with "Our Queen," as "A WhiteHot Doris Champion" says in No. 342. Most certainly I want
Dick to marry sweet Doris in the end, not merely because of any
unreasonin g prejudice in her favor, .but becanse I think she is
really and truly the girl for him. I hope I am not vain if I c-onsider myself about as well qualified to judge in this matter
as any of the readers, for I have read Ti!' Top from the beginning to the present time, and as I have them all, I frequently
refer to the back numbers for some point which T wish to get
straighten ed out in my mind, and I have read almost every one
of them through twice at least. As I have said, I hope beyond
everything that Dick will choose Doris finally, and I should be
most bitterly disappoint ed if he failed to do so, but I understand

that Dick is yet scarcely more than a boy, and he should have his
good times like all boys. Two, three, or even four sweetheart s,
are not too many for a fellow like Dick, and the better he knows
them all, the more able will he be to choose when the real .time
for choosing comes. So, say I, let Dick have his sweetheart s, and
we Dorisites can watch the contest with the proud consciousness
that our lady far excels all others. Say, that "White-H ot" fellow
is all right. I think he makes a good leader for our party. I, for
one, am glad to have somebody take the responsibility of the
position, an~ he surely has enthusiasm enough to inspire a block
of stone. He eseems to almost idolize "Queen Doris," and she
certainly deserves all his ardent praise. I seem to see a large
army of Dorisites appearing, and I am sure a knight could not
wish a fairer, swel'ter, lovelier lady to fight for than ours. I
also noticed in No. 342 a prize Jetter from a young lady who
signs herself "Helen B." She talks of Frank's coming wedding,
and says, ·~What a glorious time that will be! It is lots of pleasure to antii:ipate it be'forchand." Now, I agree with her perfectly
on the first remark. but as to the last, I would say that the pleasure of anticipation fades if we are left to anticipate too long. lt
seems to be about time for our dear old Merry to enter into the
"ideal state." You remember that in No. 293 Frank and lnza,
Elsie and Bart, fixed their wedding for one year from that time.
Well, by actual count, it is a year-fifty -two weeks from No. 293
to 345. I suppose by the time this letter appears in the Applause,
No. 345 will have been out a week or two, and of course Merry
isn't married in that one, but I don't see how the event can be
put off much longer. I hope it won't be, anyway. It will be a
happy time for Tip Toppers, and we are eager for it. Miss Helen
also says she hopes Doris, Felecia and Zona will be bridesmaid s
at the '!Yedding. I echo that wish, with one amendment. I hope
that June will make the fourth bridesmaid. Tliere ought to be
four, and with Inza. Elsie, Doris, Jum;, Felecia and Zona, brides
and bridesmaids will certainly all be l'leauties, and will create a
furor, I should think. As to the idea of Jack Ready and Zona
meeting, and the probability of their being charmed with each
other, it wouldn't ht> so bad. although it would seem a pity to
cut our old friend Brad off. Well, I will close, as I have occupied
enough space. Fondest regards to all my Tip Top friends.
NORMAN H. CLERMONT.
Faithfully,
Philadelphia, Pa.
A long letter. and a good one, tcio, with the "girl" question as
the leading feature. You seem a most enthusiasti c :v.oung per-son, and it is fine to see it. Please send your street addtess.

PRIZE

LETTER.

NO. 57.

"If I'm wise, I'd like a prize."
I have always been an ardent reader, ' but until eighteen
months ago invariably eschewed that class of fiction known as
"dime novels." This, I have since learned, was a short-sigh ted
prejudice on my part, for. through a friend's kindness, Tip Top
was introduced to me, and it was not until I had read it that I
realized the good, wholesome stories I had been missing bf
eschewing paper novels. It would be superfluous to state that I
am now a constant reader of your excellent' publication, and an
ardent admirer of the Merriwell brothers. I sincerely believe that
if all publishers of juvenile stories would present such stories
as those Mr. Burt L. Standish writes to thein youthful patrons
there would be no disparagin g remarks about the "dime novels,"
and parents would willingly let their children peruse such pure
works of fiction. Every number of Tip Top points a moral, and
the youth of this country could do not better than to strive, as
far as in them lies, to emulate the noble examples set by Frank
and Dick Merriw.ell. In every number of Tip Top we ar~
treated to a profound study in the early life of honest, upri$'ht
youth that I do not think has been excelled in any scientific
treatment on the subject. The impressions and principles of
such sterling youths as Frank and Dick Merriwell an! given
with a clear and vivid power that interests far beyond the usual
character anal,ysis found in novels. Given such characters as
Frank and Dick Merriwell, with uncertain elements to harmonize,
is it any wonder. under the virile hand of Mr. Burt L. Standish,
there should come forth a series of stories, at once a wonder in
their departure from convention methods of "dime novel" fiction
and an ever-grow ing charm in their development and sequences.
I take off my hat to the author of the stories contained in the

TIP TOP
Tip Top Weekly and sincerely wish him the succe!IS he so tightly
deserves. Very cordially yours,
WALTER HAROLD VAN •.
San Franciseo, Cal.
I could not but belie\·e that you stand in a very good line for a
prize, for you letter is a strong. concise and broad-minded
<\ccount of what you think of Tip Top. It r~~ti' with the tcadcts
tC> say the word, but they all, I am sure, will appreciate the best
letters. ·

PRIZE LETTER NO.
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Tip iop \Ve ek)y ! That name brings mote plea~ant memories
than any other name you can think of. A11d for what reason?
vVhy, sit'nply bec11use Burt L. Standish knows how to charm
his . r aders. The plots a11d cont e$t s of Tip Top arc just fin e
and they keep the reader's blood tingling. Ftank and Ditk
Merrl\veU ate ideal examples of the American boy attd every hoy
should follow in their stql ~ . 1f one-fourth of the An1erica11
hoys tried to follow Frank and Dick M er-riw ell's example there
\vould be less vice a nd 1i1orr h ealthy boys in this country. You
'\VOt1ld not s ~e yottng boys on the co r!lCI' ch e1\11hg tobacco, and
yot1 would not see so many street nr chiM. Tllc boys woi1ld have
better clothing, be n~ater in appea1·ance a11d would be haOtlicr
if they rrtade Frank and Dick their ideals bf m11hhoo4, and 111otc
!wys would ;take pleas11re in training. 1 !leve: C?!~ld ~et interested
nl football before 1 started to r~ad about it 111 J 1p Top, h\1t trow
I am a great adn1ir~r of that game. In fact. I am trying to
organize a team to ~nter h1to the contest. Hurt L. Staildish is
truly a great writer and de s en• ~s all of f he applause he receives.
Hoping that Street & Smith ;n1d Burt L. mc~t with suetcss for
n1arty years to con1e, I re111ain , youts rcs1>rctfully.
1
Renick, Mo.
\
D. KE1,1, rnr.1t
An6the1' good letter. they are coming in fa st a11<l furious,
and it will be a hard cont<!st. ReaMrs. beg in to pick yo ur ,.,, inners. Remember, the deci sion rest s 1Yith you. Picase send yo11r
stre~t addtess.
PR IZ E LETTER

N O.

59.

· The object of thi s let!l'r is to criticise. To cn t 1c1~c in the
broadest sense of the w ord. and to pa ss accurate and impartial
comments upon the m erit s o f Tip T op, as far as the capability
of a youthful mind will ;1Jlow . \Ve a re told. or more correc tly
taught, in on e of L o rd B acon's essays. that literature " serves for
delight, for ornament, and for ability." Furthermore, we know
that the mis sion and duty of every true, ben c,·olent a nd sincere
man of letters, wh etht-r he he poet or prose wri ter. is to enn oble,
to uplift, and to teach. Can the Jjterature con tain ed in the T ip
.Top . Weekly claim the right of ha ving ·. faithfully . fulfill ed the
above Jiterar;r requin~mi:nt s . a nd are !hese jn<llspe n ~able virt11es
pre-ern1nelit 111 the . st,y le of \1 r . Strrnd1 sh? fo t'Ycry ~ta1\ch itnd
loyal :Hlmirer o f Tip Top it is hi ' or h er t\nd cn iahle duty to
prove the affirmative of the above. '!' hat the literature of the Tip
Top Weekly is entertaining to its host of rea der s 11Ceds n <J prodf:
this feature is admitted to be ti;uc: by every pe 1·son who r_~ad~
the excellent stories of Frank \I erriwell a1id hi s brc t]J er. By a
close studv of th e character s of Frank and Di ck \f erriwcll we find
~hem to b·e, wh at we might truthfully de~ign a te . model ~ of physical and moral development. l3y 1=arefully ob serving the charatter. depicted in the 'fop Top Weel<ly we are taught th~se g'Te ltt
essentials of higher society. Thetefore, this magnificent ,veekly
can juMly claim the honor of having accompli sh@d the second
gre~t ,Pl1rpose of true litera~ul'e. · As we study and understaf1d the
upltftmg story of the Metnwell liroth e 1· ~ . wr reali ~ c the story to
be :i. l)arratlon of character and of ht1u1:111 ni_t1tre urieNcelled by
arty !lllthOr. W~ find the heroes to be heroes"ifl its ev~ry 1Man ..
ing; to be Americans. whose duty is to aid, to gt1ide. and to
·pttr\fy. whose p1·actice \s. ch<!;rily and _forgiveness, and who s~ ai~
m life an.d goal of ambition 1s to attam to a state of perfect1bn m
the physical, m<>nta-1 and moral developments of ft\a1l. So the
Tip 'fop Weekly folfills the gfandest and noblest fuission of
literatlm::
i\I r. Standish cafi be called a true ~10velist In its
broadest sense, afld a!! ~uch he has carefully and skillfully blendc!i
tlie social, ethical and rt>mantic divisiorls of descriptive ptose.
As a novelist 6r writer of prose fiction, lie has faithfully dorte the
duti~s of his _vqc~tiol1. which :ire tO e.f iteftain .:it1d tQ teae:h. May
the Tip Top evet co 1tinuc to ffourisll,, uplift the /alien. {<tilde ·tlv:
faltering steps of tlie w:iy1vafd, ·aid the upward flight of the :hrt-

WEEKLY~
bitious, and serv~ as a guiding star to the col11irtg genctutio!'.i is
the earnest and fervent desire of
ALLAN K.
Culleoka, Tex.
This is a very long letter, but \ve feel that its arguments will
be followed with great interest by all Tip Toppers. We ue all
of us fond of the logical and cons.istent. As Americans, this is
onr birthri ght. v\lhen we build a house we go at it systematically
and scientifically just as y6u have done in building this criticism.
Yon chose a very noble authority in literature in the person 11£ the
{~Ood Lord Bacon, and according to his lofty standard you have
conclusively shown that Tip T op is entitled to the high place it
11olds ~nrl smelv fills an exalted mission.

PRJZE LETTkR NO.
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1 hnve read all Tip . Tops from N o. 63 up to the prese1\l time
and can tru thfully say tll:.it it is the best weekly that 1 havtl eVt!r
read. 1'hl' books are written in such a plai11 and itttelligent 111an11er that I can almost fancy my elf going to the athletic field
a11d wat~hing the differcul contllsls. I U1ink Mr. Standi.ih deserves great ctedit for putting before the world a book that is so
great a help to the young people as tile Tip 101). His ch::tf··
artrrs arc fine models for young 1rten and wc>men to pattern after.
Dick's brilliant career at Fardalc reminds u~ of Frank's school day s. Winning their wily ag.tinst such gr .at odds in ail honc~t.
upright and gentleman.ly way. Dick has many stanch frie11ds ,
"true as steel." Hi s presence ;done seert1s to fill them with that
g rim. "do or die" sp;rit that brings them many hard fought
victories. He will yet •urpris~ hi s frie11ds· as a football playe r.
as he did out in the Mad Rj,rer League as a pitcher. He will
make a fine ca ptain. Bart, EISic. and Inza are also Yery intetC'Sting chara cter s and close fneiids. I think Doris is the girl
for Dick. although hr is far too young to think of getting marri ed yet. I like Felecia \· cry mttch, and am m8te than sorry that
sht: has such· a jealous disposit ion. I wish that she would learn
to lik~ Hal Darrell a little better. I hope that after Fra11k is
married he won't give up his athletics, because we should miss
!Jim ' ·ery much. and I think Dick needs his strong will and better
judgment to h elp him along. Long live lip Top, and success to
Rmt L. ~nd Street & Smith. J will 111ark thi s "prize letter,"
althou gh J haYc no id ea of drawing a pri ze.
WALTER AVERY.
Ell sworth Fall s. ~le.
You haYC done well. indeed. to m a rk th i,; a prize letter. T~ is
on1· in ever}' sense of the w ord. \Ve '"i sh it good !tick, anti
1h;mk you for such hearty c isprc:; ions.

T ha ve rra d yonr Tip Top for three and a h a lf yea rs and I
th ink it is truly the king of weekli es. I think Dick is an equai
of Frank's. ~nd Jnm: .'\rlington is the girl . fo1' Dick: She is t.'\'C r
trnt' to Dick. alth o ugh led a little by h er brother and mother,
\\ horn I think am ''oil s." Hal Datre!I ~ho11ld not he in Dkk's
ftock. Be is too changeabl e.- He .pro bably likes Di ck, but h e is
100 ieal o us of l~m. T think h e nught to be dropped . Anybody
comiia ring Hal wiih Ihtt Rocl r.1e lms a funny ·i dea of comparison.
Ba rt is :i s much hi 1~her th.an Hal as heiwcn is bighcr than earth.
H al is wlmt l would call a second· Chester Arlingto11 . .He hasn't
the nerve th a t Ch es ter has in , coming <'l ut openly, but if he had
·1he ch ance he would throw Dick down harder than anybody ha,;
yet tried to. Hoping thi >1 will appeu ln the Apola11sc Column
as my candid opinion of Hal, 1 rem~ in . a trnc friend of Dick.
Frank, Doris, June, Felecia, Butt L.. D ick's friends and Street &
Smith .
JACO!! D1umt1t
Holland. Mkh.
That is 1hc way to let us hear from you. As a friend t<'l Dick
and his friend s, you arc a mo st e1Hl1usia sti c and interesting
,,iriter.
Not seeing anv letters frorn th is State I thought I would tell
you Jcrwi's opii1ion 0f Tip 'fop. Tip Toi) i$ T~p Top in every
5cnsc of the \VOrd and :ibout the best weekly out and is the 1i10st
popular one in Jerscy City, }foping to see this i_n print, I rem:iin,
yours ttuly,
·
Woon HAMPTON.
Jersey City. N. J.
Tha t is rlght, do not let Jersey be left out of the .t\pplat!~c
C0!\1rtm.,_. We w:t1J.t e\'Ct'}' State in . the 1vholc l'uloriaus Uhiotf'
tcprcsented.
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Prof. Pourmen: As a constant r«adet' ot Tip Top, I write asking you a favor. 1 art1 16 years 3 months old, weifh 1t)o pounds
a11 afraid I
and am 6 ieet tall; chest, exp11nded, 42 im:hes.
weigh too much for my age. l want to be stronger and -at the
~lime time get some? fat off. ls a Whiteley exerciser good for
dolrtg it? Is one cup of coff¢e harmful in the morning? How
could I improve n1y wind without procuring an expensive apparattls? Thanking you in advance for yClur trouble and conPmL HARRIS.
sidtil'atiOn, I femain, very truly yours,
Yes, the exerciser is good, but I would also advise punching
bag and dumbbells. Go into training and with plenty of systematic e:ll.l!tcise you should reduce ydur weight. Use breathing
cxetelses and tunrth1g to improve . your wind: Do not eat
starchy or fatty foods, and I would advi se abstinence from coffee.

Prof, Fourmert: Tip Tip is firte. Dkk Merriwell is a "cotkcr."
My age is t2 years 3 months. I weigh 85 p6unds, am 4 feet 7
inches, and can expa11d my chest to 29Y, inches. An! rl'ly measurements good? Hoping to hear from you soon. Yours r cspcctA. H. R.
lully,
Your meast1retneflts ate fair. Get plenty of good eJtercise to
~id in the development of filustles.

Prof. Fourmen: Please let me know what a boy 16 years tild,
C. N.
6 feet I inch tall shot,Jld weigh.
About 145 pomtds would be good weight.
Prof. Faurtnen: I have takert gretf interest in your department and Will now take the liJ;erty of using it. I have never taken
a complete course of tralrHhg, alth6ugh I belong to an athletic
club. I have never tried to make any of the te!!rtis btft the football, I play right guard, having played the one P.Ositian for three
· years. I run the ''h,undred", in .II seconds. and the q\1arter in 59.
~ave tt:Jllde 14 fe'et 111 th~ runnm~ broad Jl1111p. ! aJTI 5 feet 9Y,
111thes 111 height and wetgh 147 pounds. How are tny records?
I am 16 years old, 6r rather will be to-morrow. 1 beg to thank
you for much valuable infotmatioh I have picked up from vour
R. M. 'R.
articles. Yours truly,
. Your rec?rds a~e good. Keep -up the otitdo6f exercise for it is
mv~luable 11" helping toward de~·eJoptttent and strerl~th. Go into
trammg and see h6\v quickly you will improve.
Prof. Fourmeft: In y6ur next issue of Tip Top will you kindly
ans\Ver the fo!lowiflg- questions : What Is the best book for one
to get to study boxli'!g to hecdme an adept without an instructor?
Every morning I n~ver !eel like getfing up and have that t ired,
cranky feeling when I do. What is the trouble? I remain, yours
E. M. L.
truly,
. Re~d my articles on boxing, parts first and second, to be founcl
m Tip Top. Nos. 275 and 2'j6. No doubt the tired feeling may
be due to lack of exereise. 1f you make it a poirtt to rise at a
ctrtnln hour evet)r dlly and take a few exercises followed by a
cQJ.Q sp(li)ge bil.l'I, l am !lure you wll! feel ilifigotated fat t11'; day.

Prof. F6lltnleri: H:wing read most of thti Tip Top Weeklies, l
take the liberty t-o ask ydu a few questions about rny measurements. I ain 5 feet 2;/, inches tall; age, 15 ;tears 6 months;
weight', ro7 pounds~ calve~. 13 inches; thighs, 18 inthes; biceps,
il inches i forearm , to inche~; chest, t'lorfnal, 3f lnthe~; inflated,
33 0 inches. Hew are these? I am right half-back and first
basl! on school team. Hoping to see this in next ntlmbet. I remain,
ft()W

.

L,

E. M.

Your merisutements are falr, but I wol11d advise a ~ollrse of
training. R!!ad my article ih Tip Top No. 265, entitled, ''General
Advice to Young Athletes.''
Prof. Fourmen: Being a constant reader of th11 Tip T~p. i: take
the liberty of asking you a few questions. I am 13 years g months
ls this all
<)f age; height, 4 feet 11 inches; weight, 92 pound~.
right for my age and height? Neck, 12~ inches; biceps, 8 inche~ j
forearm, 8 inches; chest, unexpanded, 30 inches; expanded, 31 Yz
inches; waisti 26V, inches; thighs, 15 inches; wrist, s!-1 inches;
calves, 12 inches; running broad jump, 13 feet; standing jump,
i 0 feet; running hi gh jump, 3 feet 7 inches. How are my
measurements? Hoping to see this in next week's issue, I am,
b. A. B.
)'ours resl)cctfully,
Your propo_:tions are fair and tetords good.
Prpf.. Fourthen: You will greatly oblige me if ·yt;u will afl~·er
the: following questions: I am 13 years old, weigh 73 pounds,
and am 4 feet 8 inches till!. I cwn lift z25 pounds, cat! chin the
bar 11 times; do the dip I l times ; chest, normal, 25 inches; expnndC'cl, 30~ inches; tight arm, 9% inches; left, 9 inches; running broad jump, 13 feet; standing broad jump, 7 feet 1 inch, I
work from seven o'clock in the morning until silt in the evening.
I read the Tip Top and think it is fine. Yours truly,

LEO

DELONE.

Ybur measurements are only fair. Go into a course: of training.
Follow my "General Advice to Youth Athletes," to be f~und in
Tip Top No. 265, and you will find you r&elf improved in many
ways. Your records are good.
Prof. Fourmen: Being constant readers oi the tip Top
Weekly we think we are entitled to ome advice bcim yoµ. Our
lfi.e a3urements are as follows: Age, 1& yelrs I height 5 feet 4~
inches; weight, 118 pounds; chest, normal, 32)4 inches.; inflated,
34Y, inches; waist, 27:li inches; left thigh, 19 inches; right thigh,
18;!, inches; left bicep, JO inches; right . bicep, !Oj/i inches; left
forearm, 9)/S inches, right foteatm, 9?4 inches; ·right cal~. 13
}, J. M. •
inches; left <'.alf, 12;/, inches.
· Age, 16 years; height, 5 feet 6 inches } weight, 135 pounds;
chest, normal, 32 inches; inflated, 34;/, inches; waist, 29}1 ihches;
ri ght thigh, 2? inches;. left thigh, 19:r.f inches; bhteps. 11~ i!lches;
forearms, 10 inches; nght calf, 13;Y.( inches; left c~lf, t3 Yo mcfles.
Are thos~ good measurements fot boys of our size? Please let
us know \t>here our weak poiflts are and the retni!dy. Thanking
J. ]. D.
you in advance. Wishing you good luck.
Measurem~nts of both are go0d. J. J. :M!s ~hest developmeat
D.'s, tlut I would advM~ troth to go into trAini~ better than J.
ing and keep at 1t. It will be most beneficial.

J

/

TIP ·TOP WEEK LY.
Prof. Fourmen : Here are the measurem ents of three f oronto
boys: Geo rge Taylor-A ge, I8 years; h dght, 5 fe et 5 in ches;
neck, 14 inches ; biceps, 13 Y, in ches ; forearm, I I inches; w rist,
7 inches; calf, 13)/, inches ; chest, normal, 32 inch es ; expanded,
36 inches; waist, 28 inches; weight, n8 pounds. Willie Ma itland-Age I6 years; height, 5 feet 4 inches; wei!;ht, 12I pounds ;
neck, 14 inches; biceps, I2 inches; fo rearm, IO inches ; wr ist, 6
inches; calf. 13 inches; chest, nc rm?.1. 23 bch ~ s; expanded. 36
inches; waist, 27 inches. Szm Dairy- Age, I9 years; height, S fee t
4 inches; weight, 105 pounds; neck, 14y,4 inches · biceps, I3 0
inches ; for ea rm, 10Y, inch es; wr ist, SVi in::hes; calf. I3 0 inches ;
waist, 27 inches ; chest. normal, 33 inches; expanded, 36 inch es.
. W e have read T ip Tep fo r o ver a ye?.r and think it the best
paper pubhhed. Hoping to see this in print, we remain, three
admirer s of T ip Top and Prof. Fourmen.
You a re all underweig ht, and I would advise a general course
of tra ining. F ollow my " General Advice to Young Athl et es," to
be fo und in Tip Top No. 265.
Prof. Fourmen : Being a reader and ani admirer of Tip Top,
I would like to inform you of my we2.k po in ts and ask a few
questions. 1. I am very weak in the legs and a rms. W hat
should I do to make th em stronger. 2. I am r3 years of age.
being 4)/, feet tall. I s this tall enough fo r a boy of my age ? I
weigh 70 pounds. How much more should I weigh? Vlhat
should I do to increase my w eie ht ? 3. I ex ercise eve ry morning before breakfast and j ust befo re re'tiring at n ig!:tt fo r fifteen
minutes with d umbbeils. I s this long enough ? l can m ake a
75-_yard dash in 17 secon ds; make a stan ding b road jump cf 5 feet
2 inches ; running broad jump, 7Y, fe et; high jump, 2 fee
t 7
inches. 4- Are these records good ? I s n:y cou r~e of exercises
good? Wi shing to see this in th e next weekly, and tha nking you
in advance, I remain, yours respectfull y,
SUNNY.
1. To develop and strengthen the legs r id e a bicycle,
skip
the rope and try running e xer cises. F or t he a rms use dumbbell s,
chest w eights and punch the bag.
2 . You are very short an d some un derwei ght.
Go into a
course of training.
3. I t is good exercise, but try oth ers as well, and keep it up.
4- Your records are fair.
Prof. Fourmen : Being a constant r eader of Tip T op W eekly,
t wish your advice. I am I8 years old ; weight, r~o poun ds; n eck.
r3Y, inches; wai st, 28 in ches; th igh, 19 ~4 inches; calf, 13%
inches; chest, expanded, 35 inches; height. 5 feet 6 inches;
wrist, 7Y, inches. How are my meas urement s ? I would be very
thankful to you if you would ad vise me how to develop my
mu scles. Hopin g to see t his in T ip T op W eE"kl y,
CONSTANT READER.
Your mea surements are fai r. I would ad vise you to go into
a genera l cou r se of t raining. Foll ow my a rticle in T ip T op No.
265 on " General Advice to Young Athl etes.''

-

Prof. Fourmen : I have been a reader of T ip Top since/ No. I
and I wou ld like to ask you a few questions. I. Are punching the
bag, a fe w bre2.thing exercises and wrist machine exercises sufficien t to devd op the chest and shoulders? 2. P lease give an
exercise to develop the neck. H oping to see t hi s in n ext Tip
T op, I remain.
CHA RLES ScoTT.
1. There are many ex erci ses t o develop the chest.
T hose
you are using are good. 'T'ry also dumbbells and chest weigh ts.
2. T o develop the ne ck use the hea d machine exercises
and
breathin g exercis: s.
Prof. P ourmen : Being a gr eat lover of a th let ic sports, I
thought I would write yo u a short lett er. Age, r6 ye'.l. rs; height,
5 fe et 6 inches ; weig ht. 132 pounds. A re my height and " ·eight
correct for my age? In the morning I use the dmnbhells for
ten minutes, ·then I run a m ile and a half, after I n:b ,my arms
and legs down with witch hazel. Please tell me wh?.t weight
dumbbell s I should use. H ow a re1 thes ~ exercises fo r c ne j ust
starting? H oping to see this in print soon . I remai n, a g reat admirer of Tip Top,
·
] A i 1ES ] . i\! ARCUCCI.
You are well proportion ed and your cou r s.o oi exercising is
good. Use one·pound dumbbell s. \!\Tith them you get better
results.

Prof. Fourmen: I am r4 years old; weight, 7r pounds; height,
4 fee t 9 inches ; chest m easuremen t, 26 in ches; wai st, 24 inch es;
biceps, 7 in ches ; cal f, 9 inches ; thigh, 14 inch es. Pl ~ase inform
m e through the ·T ip T op how to increase my weight and mu scles
generally, ao d oblige,
R. K.
Follow " General Advice to Young Athletes," to be found in
Tip T op No. 265, and go into training.
Prof. F ourmen : I have been a reader of Tip T op for a long
time and would be very mu ch oblfr!ed if you would answer a few
questions I make bold to ask. 1. Where can I get directions for
a t horough co urse of training ? 2 . Do three cups of tea a day
do · ha rm ? If so, what should I drink at e2ch meal? 3. Last
spring I commence d smoking ciga rs very heavily, sometimes
smok ing two , three, four and sometim es more every day. I use
no intox icating dri nks w hatever and have cut out all forms of
tobacco. In the early pa rt of thi s fall one day I had pains in my
hea rt and it then started to beat irregul a rly and oftentimes now
I have pains. but not very severe ones. Was thi s caused by ind ulging in ciga r s, or could tea daily have been· the cause of it ?
Can my hea rt be strength ened by exercise? Wha t exer cise
~ h ou ld I go th rough? H ow can I get my heart beating regular?
I woul d be very much obliged if you would tell m e how I could
get ' fr ee' from these pains in the earliest issue of Tip Top, as I
a m very anx ious to hear what you have to s1y. I shall follow
your advice immediate ly. Thanking you very, very much. in adYance, I will close, to soon write again. Your s since r ely,
A W OULD-BE ATHLETE.
r. Follow my "General Advice t o Young Athl etes," to be founc
in Tio T op N o. 265.
.
2. Yes, tea is bad, as it m akes one very nervous.
Drink
plenty of water, there is nothin g better, and cocoa for breakfast
or milk, if agreeing with you, are good bever ages.
3. F or t he pain in your hea rt I would advise you to consult a
physician imm edia tely ond fi nd out th e cause. If due to indi gestion, a careful diet will buil d you up, but if ca used by your
hea rt a physid an's advice is necessa ry, and fo ll ow it very carefull y Smoking is most injurious and I am gla4 to hear you have
giyen it up.
P rof. F ounn en : Kindly let me know in an early issm• if thes e
m easurem ents are good in proportion to my height and weight.
I a m I4 yea rs old ; weight, r55 pounds , not stripped ; height , 5
feet I O in ches; neck, 14 rn ches; right and left fo rearm, IO inch es;
right and left upperarm. I2 in ches ; chest, 34 in ches ; exoanded. 39
inches; waist, 34 inches ; riP"ht and left thi P·h, 20Y, inch es; right
and left calf. 15 inches; wri st, 7 inches. P lease t ell me how t o
develop my thi ghs. I have gain ed 53 pounds in two years. I
play right gua rd on a g rammar school foc tball team. \ Ve have
won fi ve games, t ied one, and have not lost any: My mot her
thin ks I am t~o biR for my age and I like to ask you about it. l
have read all the Ti p Togs out a nd I think they deserve the name.
I like Dick as well as F rank. Hopi ng to see t h:s soon in print,
I remai n, a friend.
W ILLIAM LAIDLAW.
You are large for your age, but a eocd cou rse of !'rain ing wi ll
get you r m usdes in shape a nd redu' e supe rfluous Aesh, but your
height call s fo r gocd w cie ht. To c!evElop the thi ghs t ry running, walking, skip;ing the rope and r id ing a bicycle. Standin g
al ternat ely on the heels and toes is also an excellent exercise to
develop the t highs and calves.
Prof. Fou rmen: P lease print in you r next issue a co urse of
t raining t hat would be geed to fo llcw, as I wi sh to make th e
high schcol foo tball team next season ; also send me a good
morni'1g ex ercise. I a m IS yea r s oid. weigh II7 pounds and a111
5 feet 6 inches tall. Hcping to h ear frc m you soc n . I remai n,
years , ·
CH AS. EDWA RD PETERS.
F ollow my "General Advice to Young Athl etes ," to b ~ fo und
in T ip Top No. 2t:5. Take du:nbb ~! l, chest weight an d Ind ian
club exerci:.es eYcry morn ing and e·;ening, and get plenty of outdoor exercise.
Prof. F ourmen : I will tal:e the liberty to ask y<!IU a few q uestion s, as I think you wi!I wiI!in,:l:r a.-iswer them . Is an average
increa se of cne inch of arr.rn, calves, neck , an d three inches increase of ch e~t ex pansion a e cc d show'in3 fe r five months' ten
days' work ? Besides, my mustles are much harder. At present"
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itiy mcas•~rcmcnts are:
Age, 15 ye:'l!"'~; weight, 13::? pounC.~;
height, 5 ice! 9 :m:he~; right a~m. 12 iuchs ; right forcnrrn, !I~~
i:iches: lef: arn~ , t~ mrh~s; ci'\.:vc>, q inches : neek, 15 iuches ;
\':nis t, ::61) iHclKs. \Vil! :·ot: please:' explain why I get tireci sa
casi!y wi1 cn I r•l!!. I get tired ~.e forc I go ~w ent)· rods, .rncl I
hnvc got a chest e;ipnnsion oi 8 inches. Please give your opinion
,,f my me:i sureini;nts. and ol;lige,
/\ \VouLJJ-ilE /\.Tlil-~TE.
~ · You ar~ 1!(\i,ng good ,work, ar.d :;0nr !n e.~Surcm ents. eh ow :~.
• ry n.:1m111g s.owly ;it ~rst, then g:arli.:aliy mcrc:1sc. your spcc•.1,
ind .;•:e ii you get tired as ca~ily. Ke ep ~t it a1:d c:onst:mt C): , r<."ise sriould increase ;{OUr ins~:!lg POWC!'S.

Prof. Fon~mcn : R e in~ ::i rc~dcr o! Tip I'o;">, I tnh tho:: !i}.~rlJ'
to ;;sk ;: few qucstlnns. How ~re tilc~e rnc-.snrcmcnra? I arr: lf
y•.,;us 2 innnths old; weight, : 10 p01:11ds; hciti:ht. 5 f~ i'l S ind1cs ;
chest, uninf!ated. JO inc.hes; •inflated, 32 me.hes: waist, 26;;;
inches; rig-ht thigh. 18 !ach~,, ; lef~ tb:gh , :8 ia<'h~~; right c:ilf
!);,1 inche;; 'l eft calf, t::?J4 inches; righ! ar1n, 8 :r.chcs; Id~ <n;;:,
8 :nches; right forearm, <JY.l inches; teft forea.nn, o i,.chcs
I. How are these? I have been in training two months ~n,! these
were t~k<:n before I c'o mmcnccd. I box, wrestle, nm, j nmp :md
s!qne. I punch the bag fen minutes· it1 the morning, take <lumll\lcll fxercii;es and djp fifty times, ::ind take abdominal exercises.
::<. ls this a good course of training? Hoping to see this in the
next Tip Top, yom:s truly,
B,
BucKIIJ\RT.
I. Your measurements. are fair, but you arc a little un<l~rweight.
.
~- Your cour.se is a good one.

a.

'f'r·lf. Fourm~n: As I a:n at• ardrnt adinircr of the Tip Top
\Vccldy, I :i•l: you to be kiud an<l tei: me if you know <\ll)' Look
,bout polo pl2ying on the i<;ti. H so, pleas!) ll!t m<' !:now in th~
next issue of Tip Top.
0?.m Swrm1stt Trr Toi· RtM't:1C.
Yo;i mi gl~t write to A. G. Spalding, ;\nssa11 Street, New Yvrk
City, for the iuformation YO!.! req\1ire.

Prof. Fourm1:n : I ;\m r6 yt>ars oid, 5 feet

weigh rzo pounds. Is my w<Jight <:Orrccr?
van.cc, I remain, yovrs,
You should woii;h auo11t 140 11ounds.

Ir

in'ches tall, r.nci
you in ad·

Tl'm1l.i11ir

Hi...\D BucKHl\R1.

Prof. Fourmen: Being intere$ted in the athletic dC'partment of
•!'ip Top, I would like to ask you a few questions concerning my,
sdf. 1. Niy right shoulr~r seems to be a good deal broarlcr
than my ldt. How can I mak¢ th em even? 2. How ean I get
wind? 3. These are my IJ1easurements. How do they co1npare?
Age 16 yea!'S; height, 5 feet ') inches; weight, 133 pu11mls. 4.
Hm~· are these reoorcls fqr a boy o,f my age: Runni11~ high
jmnp 4 feet C) inch~s: one mile run, 6 minute·s ; c.hinnin!J b;i.r, It
time$'? 5. What do you think oi th~ Swoboda system?
.

F. J. S. H.

1

r. Eicercise tho narrow shoulder more than the other. Use
Jumbbe!l.i;, ch<:$t \Veights and p\mch the bag; also nsc Indian

cl~~

2:

.

To improve yo11r wind try breathing exercises :mu running,
beginning slowly,_ then gradna~ly i1u;reasi11g your speed.
j. You nr" :i !tttlc. underweight.
4. Your records arc goo<J. 1'he Swoboda sysl\·m is ezccllcnt.
Prof. Fourmcm: I am a reader oj th~ Tip Top W ccld.v. I
lookc<I in the b!lck of a Tip Top Weekly anti saw the q1a·r.tion.;,
.--:- th<' fir>t thing I did was to write to you. I ;im Ii yrats nlrl,
s ie<;:t 7 inches tall, and · weig·h · qo pounds. I am an ::dl. ro11nd
athlete .and as .good. in one . thing as in another. Th<. gami:s th'lt ·
! t~l<c part in are b:i•~l.i:i.11. iooth:i.11. hockey, rol!l.'r polo, kc polo,
g1,lf and ba~ketb?.1!. Do· ·1· 'weigh t-nough? trope to ~<e thi; in
rd11 t. Your,,,
.
.. . ._ .. .
.
J. l'. ~.
Yonr wl:'ight is good and yon ha! fa tr to l1r1·n;nc a ~k1!!,.. 1
athlet e if you continue lO ·c-xercise so e;xt~nsiv,.Jy. Kt>cp it up.
T'rof. Fourm.cil: l woitltl .Jikc to nsk you a few qtte~tioos. ~~ !
never written before. I am just 20 y .. ar.: of ngc-: hdi;it~.
5 fort SY.I inc:h<'$, ant.I wcigli ahont 155 poun<ls. ;\fr:,•urem~pts as
follow$: Neek, 15}-:l \nchc;s; shot1l<lcrs) 18 ·im:hc:s; ·chest, nop:ial,
~w«>
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J6 inches; expanded, 39Yz inche~; Wl\ist, 280 inches; forearms,

TO Y~ inches; upper arnis, rn;l;i bv u~ inche~; thigh, right 2t
inches; left, 20)4 inches; cal\'es, '13 inc\)cs. Please tell me: J10\ll'
th es.: comparn with my height :ttld weight. J\rr. I , too oltl to
maki: an athlete. I am a very good swimmer, and C:!.f! t11k~ a hanc!
i11 almost any k ind of a contest, but never made ii pr?.ctice of
following up any oi1e branch of ~po1t. I p11lkd on a lightweight
rnr;··of-war team and thfrlk it is a gr;md sp,ort. Our team wnn the
cha1npionship oi Nova Scotia-the home · of t11g-of-wu. I w:slt
some one ,would introduce it in America. I haYe not taken any
c>icrcise for the pa~t m9nth and I am losing weight every d?,y.
Th e harder I work the more fl esh I ~nin. How is that? I pave
iully rcsoh-ed to dcrnte at least tl11rty minute$ a day to free
gymnastics. I am troubled with weak ankles when skating. Is
there ::iny rem~dy? I b;we also gQt flat feet. J know it i$ im)Jossihle for me to dcvcl i;_p an i11stcp, they arc too far gone. To
cap the climax, I am slightly bow-legged, and all thrse thing s
used to dishearten me, b11t since I lcamcd that Kranzlcin, one nf
the g·r catest ;\thktes of the age, was bow-legged, it ceased ti)
worry me. I hope I haven't occupied too much of yo11r nlu?.h!e
time and, thanking- you in advance, I remain, a sincere friend to
:1olf.1 and ;ill Tip Top r~1dcrs,.. . . ··
·
A. L, H.
Your measurements arc good. No, you nre not too old to become an athlctt, and no doubt with a fair amoiint of .practice
would hcconic o'1w. Do not allow yourself to beco~c fleshy
though. Avoid starchy and fatty foods. :md take d?.ilr excrcbe
:1ig-ht and morning, followed by a brisk rub down. Fnr wc~lc
:mkk.s try st-:.tnding on the toes, rising on the toes· nnd lwe!s
alternately, n11d riding a bi1;ycle n11d skipping th(} rqpc. Thc~e
exercises wi ll a lso help t;' dc\•clop the instep.

\

Prof. Fourmrn : Wii!1 you please :mswcr the following- q11estions: l. Tell 1ne sonic exorcise th:it will make the "9lvcs of
~he legs bigger. ?! Can one. learn to be light on his fe2t and
quick? Ii so, ho\\·? 3: .lfow mvr:4 weight h:id a boy, 18 yP.::rs
olrl, 5 feet 9 inc.hes rail, wdghing I4i pound~, oui;lit to be able to
lift from his shoulder stn1i~ht llll above hi$ her.cl with one hand?
.i. What is the an:rage weight Qt a bov r8 v~ars of '1ge, ~nd 5
foet 9 inches tall? ,:;. What is good 'for
bad breath? My
terth ::re all sound an<! I ice! ht:a!thy, hut still I have a \'CfY bad
hre:lth.
J. .T. Cu;.i .mas.
1. Sl:ipping the rop<", riding a bicyc!e and running.
:;:. }:ly constant excrr.i~c: 'tlld rn11ni11g o.nd jumping.
:i. I have never advise.cl weight lifting of any kind, as many
ri;ingcrous accidents :ind str;tins to the body nre npt to ~cst1Jt .
4. Ahout 130 pounds.
s. The offensive breath is probably due to your stor.1:ich b1:ini
01Jt of o:·der.

a

Pr0f. Fourmcn: l ;;in 17 Yt.:11-rs Qf ase, 5 kct 6 inches tnii , ~nd
,.,,eigh l~.~ po1111rls. How arc my measurements? Do you i:• >nsiclcr the p}1ysical cult11re ~ystem a& ta11ght Jn· Profe~&or Swol1o<la, Strl,lng and other~. consisting of excn;jses without the use
of a gymnasium, as good :is d1at where dt1111bbells 1 boxing glt!lvcs,
p1mchi11~ bags, horizc;mtal anc!,_parallel bars, ete., are used? a1;d
please gl\·e me your reason. Smcc;rely yours,
F. G. MEN)\!(.
r. Y<'lur measurements :tre good.
2. I think the Swobo<la and other systl'ms ''t::ry go<Jd, but they
canno! t~ke the phce oi gymm1siums, w11crc the1'1l 1s so n11:ck
,vurir.ty, which is beUcr for young men ln developing muscle..
1 he excrcisi11g systc.ms :ire used tQ bett r adviutagc by oi•l 1\1tJn.
Prof. Fourmen: I aspir¢ to be an athlete, and tinder il system
of training which I ta~e from your answers an~ instruetions I
have increa5ed my wind and me<\si1re111ents which I will now in\':lo$e. Height, 4 feet rr inches; right thigh, , 19~ incpes; leit
thigh, 18r~ inches; muse!~ · of- rigryt ·arm, 15 .i nches; left · ~rmi ~4
inches ; nw sele of leit . leg, .l30, wches ; nght leg, 14-~ 111chcs;
chest, normal, ro inches: expanded, r9Yz inche ; age, Ii years.
Records: Standing broad jump-, · 6 feet 9 inches; run))tng broad
jump 8 feet J 1 inchc:s ; rt1l'Jt:1ifl~ . hiith jump, J ,feet 6 lneheS. Exercises: Boxing, wrestling, racing, hurdling, skating, swimming,
rowing, jumping, pitching, ·throwing · weights, bending, kicking
football, horseback .riding, My weight is B3Vi popnds. Arc
these mea~urements up to the average of boys of my age? I \f'Quld
like to see tliis in print.
A. Wom.o·~ ATHLI\~~
Your measurements :lllQ records are good.
·

I

,·..TIP TOP'S WINTER SPORTS CONTEST ..

•

BASKET BALL

ICE HOCKEY

Can You Put Up a Winning Team This Year?

(

There Are Oood Reasons why You Should Try.
•

What Are These Reasons?

By winning the 7ip Top Championship your name
By winning the Tip Top Championship you win
becomes famous throughout .the country.
one of the Tip Top Chaqtpionship Pennants.
H E R E TH~Y .AREa

~

-

·~
~ - --~-

.-

-

... ....,- ;-. ;.

TIPTOPMSKff BAii..

a- .-.-.• ·- • •-• • • ,.. --·.-.- --. . . . .·-~ • . .,

TIP TOP ICE HOCKEY

[Champions of 1903

Champions·of 1903

I

Do you see those dotted lines on the pennants ? Is the name of your team to fill one of
•
those honored places this year?

IT"S

r

up

TO YOU!

REMEMBER

T~AT

~

~

{

I

BREKA CO-AX, CO-AX, YALE!

Remember our old battle cry:
THAT'S THE SPIRIT THAT WINS!

TIP TOP AWARDS IN ADDITIOr::,To PENNANTS

TH£ CHAMPIONSHIP BASKET BALL TEAM

THE CHAMPIONSHIP ICE HOCKEY TEAM

1 Basket Ball
5 Pairs Running Trunks
5 Pairs Running Shdes
5 Armless Jerseys
5 Pairs Stockings

7
7
7
7
7

DON'T MISS A WINNINC THROW. DON'T

Pairs of Ice Hockey Skates ,
Pairs of Ice Hoclte7 Shoes
Sweaters
Ice Hocke7 Caps
Ice Hockey Sticks

~ET

THE ICE SLIP FROM Ul'(J)ER YOU.

FIRST-Cut out and fill in one of the following coupons arcurding as your team is an IcP. Hockey or. Bas ket Bal.I Team.
\ l:lECOND- Write out on paper a list of the players of your team and those of your opponent's. Write on one side of paper only.
'.rHI RD-Pin the couoon to your writt en report.
FOURTH-Give a cl ear, concise account of the game, and send to STREET & S~HTH, 238 Willi:lm Street, New York City.
TIP TOP WEEKLY wy 1 pnblish all the scores. Therefore keep your team cons tantly before the athletic world by sendin.g in .\LL YOUR SCORES.

;:.~~;~::~:~~~:::~:~~:~:~:~I ~;;~,;~~:~:;~~:::~:~:~:~:~:~
State . . . . . . . . • • .. . • • • • . • • • • . • • • • . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . .
····
"1Jnner ...•...•.•...••••• : ...•••.... ~········
Final Score. . . ...................•............... .
D4te .............................................. .
~anager . ............ . .... .. ... ....... ... .. ... . .

State . ........................................... .
W/mrer •.

...................................

Final Score . ...•...•.•...•.•• , •...•.••••.••••....
Date .... . . ...........•..••• , .•.••.••• •. , .....•...
Manager . ..... .. .... . ....................... ... . .

J

ITIP TOP PRIZ[ (iA L( [R l' I
PRIZE PHOTO GRAPH No. 31

"THE SECOND MAPL ETON TEAM"
Ind.
Prize Photog raph No. _31 was entered in the Contest by C. F. Lease, Indianapolis,

Sec ond Ann ual Pho togr aph ic Con test
GIVE N AS A

AFULL PHOT06RAPHIC OUTFIT
Por the
Any
of

Best Amat eur Tip Top Photo graph
Team
Athle tic
or
E v ent
Athle tic

COME ON, BOY S!
1.
2.
3.

A B aseball Game
A B a• k etball Gam e
A Hig h Jump

PR IZ E

OET YOU R CAM ERA S

A ll
y our chance.
If y ou want a Fin e and Complete Photog raphic Outfit, here I s following
subjects:
y ou have to do Is to get a g ood, clea r picture of any of t he
10. An Ath lete
7 . A Sh ot Put
4. A H urdle Race
11. A Bicy cle Race
8 . A Ham m er T h row
5 . A Po le Yau l t
12. A W restlin g Match
Team
c
Athleti
An
.
9
G. A S w immi u g Match

AT
13.
14.

WOR K!

A n I c e H ock ey Gam e
A Sk ati n g Ma. c h

Also send a descriptio n of what the picture represent s
Our artist w ill act as judge la the Contest

THE

BES T

PHO TOG RAP H . WIN S

THE

PRI ZE

Come a=Flying!

Come a=Slidiog I

Come Along!

Get your Basketball team into Tip Top's
Second Annual Basketball Contest.
TO THE AMATEUR CHAMPIONSHIP BASKETBALL TEAM OF AMERICA, TIP TOP Will.
AWARD A COMPLETE BASKETBALL OUTFIT,
CONSISTING OF ,,,,
,,,,
.JI;
.;!. I
.JI;
.,,.

One Basketb:dl.
Five Pair.s of Running Trunks.
Five Pairs of Armless Jerseys.
Five Pairs of Basketball Shoes.
Five Pairs of Stockings.

.

IN ADDmON TO A TIP TOP CHAMPIONSHIP
PENNANT ~
.:!~
.:!.:!.;1;
Jft

~t

Your Ice Hockey Team into Tip
Top's Second Annual Ice Hockey Contest
I

•

TO THE AMATEUR CHAMPIONSHIP ICE
HOCKEY TEAM OP AMERICA, TIP. TOP WILL
AWARD A COMPLETE OUTFIT; CONSISTING OF

Seven· Pairs of Ice Hockey Skates.
Seven Pair.s of Ice Hockey Shoes.
Seven Sweaters.
Seven Ice Hockey Caps.
IN ADDffiON TO A TIP TOP CHAMPIONSHIP
PENNANT

.:!-

.:I-

.:I-

.:I-

.:I-

.:I-

.:!-

DON'T FAIL TO ENTER YOUR
TEAM AND STAY TO THE FINISH
•

·~

